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2018 Meet Taipei Startup Festival: Startup High-5ive
To encourage the thriving startup communities in Taiwan, and to connect Taiwanese startup companies to the global
startup networks, Meet Taipei has been trying to build a miniature of Taiwan startup ecosystem throughout this big
festival. Coming to its 5th annual event, 2018 Meet Taipei features the theme of “Startup High-5ive”. During the three-day
festival, you will enjoy more than 20 informative as well as forward-looking theme shows, a specialty market composed of
the 30 most representative cultural-creative brands of Taiwan, 100 booths of international startups, as well as up to 300
booths of local startups that span 6 major industrial themes.
						
We wish you the most fruitful experience in Taipei. Let’s high-five!!
meet.taipei

About "Meet"
“Meet” is the community built by Business Next Media for startups that aims to create a platform gathering opportunities,
resources, and information.
SInce 2011, we have held more than 100 meetups and conferences with over fifteen thousand participants. Moreover, we
have gathered 24 thousand visits since the first year of Meet Taipei Startup Festival in 2014.
Besides, in the past 8 years, we’ve interviewed nearly 1,000 startup companies/founders, and selected at least top 30
among them each year.
The numbers are still growing and our network will be strengthening day by day.
meet.bnext.com.tw
meet.bnext.com.tw/intl

About "Business Next Media"
Business Next Media has focused on finance topic about new economic and new business driven by technology since its
inception of 1999.
Within the passage of time, Business Next Media develops multiple channels for our readers with online platforms and
offline activities.
“Startup” has been the core issue for Business Next Media to care about all along the way.
Nearly, Business Next Media starts two thematic curations, “Future Commerce” and “Meet Taipei Startup Festival”, to
accomplish the mission --“Explore and Enable the Next Business”.
www.bnext.com.tw
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Pink stage

Meet Taipei Forum
Time

11/15 thu. 09:00-16:45
Agenda

Topic

09:00-09:30

Check in

09:30-09:35

Opening Number

09:35-09:55

Opening Remarks

KEYNOTE Speech

Startup
trend

09:55-10:35

Strategy of the Future Startup

Leading Future Mobility

10:35-11:05

Vertical
Market

11:05-11:35

The Rising Hardware Ecosystem
in the Context of Consumption Upgrading

Future Life Project with IOT

11:35-12:05

Lunch Break (12:05-14:00)

Carousell as an AI-first organisation.

14:00-14:30

14:30-15:00

Global
Startups

Microsoft Empowers Your Entrepreneurial Dream

Future Of Startup : Cross-border Cooperation

15:00-15:30

Break (15:30-15:45)

15:45-16:15

Deep
Technology
16:15-16:45

How Search Engine Startup do the
Market Segmentation

Business strategies derived from
information flow through financial flow
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Speaker

Bio

KEYNOTE Speech
Founder,General Manager of Deloitte
Tohmatsu Venture Support

Yuma Saito

Managing Director of Bosch Taiwan

Jan Hollmann

Founder & CEO of Xiaomi Koochang
Institute of Entrepreneurship

Hong Hua

AI Product Vice President of
Cheetah Mobile Taiwan

Jason Chen

Yuma found his passion in supporting startups and founded Tohmatsu Venture support inside
Deloitte in 2010. The company has since grown from one person to over 150 people globally.
He is the pioneer of Deloitte Startup Support Business. In his Startup Ecosystem Development,
he had originated Morning Pitch, an early-morning weekly pitch event that has contributed to 15
IPOs and over 200 business alliances. Engaged in support of over 3,000 startups in Japan, new
business creation for over 500 large corporations and policymaking for government agencies.
Mr. Hollmann started his career at Bosch in 2001 as an intern in Germany. In his past 17
years within the Bosch Group, he has worked in Germany, Singapore and China. He has
held various leadership assignments in different functions such as sales controlling, strategy
development, sales as well as product and trade marketing.

Hong Hua, CEO of Xiaomi Koochang Institute of Entrepreneurship, responsible for the training
and research in Xiaomi Koochang Institute of Entrepreneurship. Being an hardware startup
incubator, he has incubated over 60 startups.

Jason Chen, AI Product Vice President of Cheetah Mobile Taiwan. He’s a specialist in
hardware and AI for years. He was The Third Party Software Management Division Director
of HTC and The Head of HTC Robotics Lab for 5 years. Also Executive Assistant to CEO of
OrionStar from 2016 to 2017.

Lunch Break (12:05-14:00)
Co-founder & CTO of Carousell

Lucas Ngoo
CEO of Microsoft for
Startups Shanghai

James Chou
Founder & CEO of KKday

Ming Chen

Lucas is a co-founder of Carousell and oversees Data science and AI efforts. Since the launch
of Carousell in August 2012 together with co-founders Marcus Tan and Quek Siu Rui, Lucas
has been working closely with the data and machine learning team on technical, architecture
and data direction and strategies. He is dedicated to building a team of world-class engineers
and data scientists to keep Carousell at the forefront of the industry.

James Chou is the CEO of Microsoft for Startups Shanghai where he leads the effort within
Microsoft to scale up the business for some of the best and most innovative startups in
China by providing unprecedented access to top Microsoft partners and customers, venture
capitalists, and technical knowledge. Through the acceleration, he helped his portfolio
companies raising hundred of million dollars and increased their valuation more than 300%
in average in only 4 months to 10+ billion dollars.
Ming Chen has devoted himself to the online travel industry since 1999. He was one of the
co-founders of eztravel.com.tw, which was established in 2000 and later acquired by Ctrip. He
also co-founded startravel.com.tw in 2003 and brought the company public in 2008. In 2010,
Ming took the role as the General Manager of ezfly.com and led the company to become a
TPEx-listed company. With over 18 years of experiences in the online travel industry, Ming
Chen is undoubtedly a prominent entrepreneur with a solid foundation in the field.

Break (15:30-15:45)
Founder & CEO of Qwant

Eric Leandri
CEO of Next Bank
preparatory office

I-Cheng Liu

Eric Léandri is a specialist in web, IT and network security with 20 years experience as
a technology entrepreneur. Prior to Qwant, he held positions such as Head of Special
Projects for a number of global firms such as UB, deputy-CEO of Trustmission, and
majority shareholder and managing director of Mobilegov SaaS.

Mr. Liu has covered the financial sector for over 20 years with experience from investment
banking, retail banking, wealth management to payment. He joined LINE Biz Plus Corp as
Managing Director of North Asia Banking and Financial Service in 2018, planning integrated
financial services to meet more diverse needs, providing Ubiquitous from a customer perspective.
Hyper Localization, combined with traditional finance and digital life, further expand the financial
services market and create more friendly and positive environments and opportunities.
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Pink stage

2018 Meet Neo Star
Demo Show

11/16 FRI. 09:30-16:30

2018 Meet Neo Star Demo Show we invite 19 well-known investors and startup accelerators serve as
judges to select a Top 3 from a pool of 30 startups that have been interviewed by Business Next Media and
Meet Startup community team during the past two years.
Time

Topic

09:30-09:40

Opening

09:40-10:00

Guest Remarks

Speaker ／ Neo Star

10:00-10:20

2018 Startup Survey

10:20-10:30

Chunghwa Telecom

5G Accelerator Launching Ceremony
2018 Meet Neo Star Demo Show

10:30-11:10

Part 1
AI & Big Data
2018 Meet Neo Star Demo Show

11:10-12:00

12:00-14:00

Part 2
Smart Hardware ＆ IoT

Part 3
Demonstration team
2018 Meet Neo Star Demo Show

14:30-15:30

James Huang

SEVP & CTO of Chunghwa Telecom

Kuo-Feng Lin
aetherAI
WASAI Technology
Touch Cloud
Yunyun Tech
Aeto Technology
cubiio
thingnario
ThinkCloud
Coolso

Exclusive Networking Lunch for Judges and Neo Stars
2018 Meet Neo Star Demo Show

14:00-14:30

CIO, Business Next Media Corp.

Part 4
Tomorrow's Technology

ShopBack
Insider
Wanted
Socialive
Facy
PressPlay
Quants AI Inc.
TaiPay
TourTalk
UXTesting
BiiLabs
Host
Legal Master, Appworks

Liying Wang
15:30-16:10

Panel Discussion
【 Leading By Strength】

Panelist
Board Member, The Society of Taiwan Women
in Science and Technology

Hsiao-Mei Lin

Founder, DOMI Earth

Tammy Hu

Director, 藝鑫旺有限公司

Denise Liao
16:10-16:30

Name the Winners
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Judges
Akio Tanaka
Co-Founder &
Managing Partner,
Infinity Ventures (IVP)

Amanda Liu
CEO,
StarFab Accelerator

Amy Hui
Startup Growth
Senior Deputy Director,
StarFab Accelerator

Chen,
Yuan-Kai
Assistant Vice President,
Investment Department,
Chunghwa Telecom Co. Ltd.

Christian
Knipfer
Manager, International &
Government Relations,
Plug and Play

ChunYun
(Joyce) Wei
Business Development Director,
Alibaba Taiwan Entrepreneurs
Fund Limited

Edgar Chiu
Managing Partner,
SparkLabs Taipei

Edward
Chyau
Managing Partner,
Mesh Ventures

Enya Lai
Senior Vice President,
Digital Segment,
Citi Commercial Bank

Ryan Kuo
President, CDIB Capital
Innovation Advisors
President, CDIB Capital
Innovation Accelerator

Tina Cheng
Partner,
Cherubic Ventures

Eric Lin

Tony Liu

Managing Partner,
Taiwania Capital

Investment Representative,
Advantech

Hubert Chen
Senior Director, TTA

Jameson
Hsu
Investor in Silicon Valley

TP Lin
Representative,
Cornerstone Ventures

Yen An Cho
Founding Partner,
Ondine Capital

Ken Ching

Yvonne Chen

Managing Director,
Startupbootcamp,
Taiwan

Founder and
Managing Partner,
Ceres Capital

Raymond
Chu
Assistant Director ,
Institute for Entrepreneurship,
The Hong Kong
Polytechnic University
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pink
Pink Stage
stage

La French Touch
Innovation with Rational and Passion

11/17 Sat. 13:30-17:00
“La French Touch” is the event host by La France à Taiwan and Business Next, the event aims to
share innovations and innovativeness of technology and art in France, and show the capabilities of
the unique energy and spirit to all around the world.
TIME

AGENDA

13:30 – 14:00

Registration

14:00 – 14:10

Opening Remarks

14:10 – 14:40

Culture and Innovation :
Why Digital Cooperation is the Key
Agnès Alfandari , Director of Digital of Institut Français

14:40 – 15:10

15:10 – 15:20

MoHo : A Global Nation of Change Makers
Olivier Cotinat , Co Founder of Schoolab

Break time
Startups Talk

15:20 – 15:50

Why France ? French startups will share
the variety of opportunity for innovation

Taiwanese Startups in France
15:50 – 16:20

Testimonials of Taiwanese startups that
lived the French experience

16:20 – 17:00

Networking (Snack & Drinks)

The Organizer reserves the right to amend any part of the Event format, agenda or programme if necessary.

Organizer

Sponsor
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Orange Stage

2018 Service Innovation
Trend Forum
Time

Agenda

13:30-14:00

Registration

14:00-14:05

Welcome Remark / Opening 

14:05-14:15

Introduction

14:15-15:00

11/15 THU. 13:30-17:00

[Keynote-1] One-click APP Creates Business Opportunities And
Builds Familymart Retail Ecosystem
Department Assistant Manager, Taiwan FamilyMart Co., Ltd.
E-Retail Business Department /

Shih Chieh Huang

14:15-15:00

[Keynote-2] Familymart, Mcdonald's Feat. Inblooom: Create
Thousands Of Business Opportunities
Co-founder, inBlooom Art Design Corporation /

Ama Shen

[Panel Discussion] Service Innovation Thinking,
Creating An Industry Opportunity
Moderator:

CCO, Business Next /

Li Wen Chi
15:40-16:40

Panelist:

Department Assistant Manager, Taiwan FamilyMart Co., Ltd.
E-Retail Business Department /

Shih Chieh Huang

Co-founder, inBlooom Art Design Corporation /

Ama Shen

16:40-17:00

Advisor

Networking

Organizer

Cooperation
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Orange Stage

TIEC 2018 Pitch & Match

11/16 FRI. 09:30-17:00

TIEC Pitch and Match is one of the biggest Matchmaking Events in Taiwan held by TIEC (Taiwan Innovation and Entrepreneurship
Center) and supported by MOST (Ministry of Science and Technology). Our main purpose is to create the investment partnerships
between startups and investors and gain potential worldwide resource. We are devoted to build an investment hot spot in Taiwan
through our various activities and programs to attract talented entrepreneurs and investors from all over the world. TIEC not
only builds a great stage for Demo Pitch Event, but also provides training programs to our entrepreneurs. This is an exceptional
opportunity for startups to express their innovative ideas. If you are an investor and looking for a business to invest, join up now and
be our partners. Together we create!

Time
09:30-10:00

Agenda

Speaker

Registration
Minister, Ministry of Science and
Technology, R.O.C.

10:00-10:10

Welcome Remark
Opening 

Liang-Gee Chen

Representative, Israel Economic and
Cultural Office in Taipei

Asher Yarden

- Keynote -

10:10-10:30

Nobel Prize in Chemistry,
Professor of Israela

Dr. Dan Shechtman
Moderator
Editor-in-Chief , Business Next

John Wang
Panelist

- Panel -

10:30-11:00

Nobel Prize in Chemistry,
Professor of Israel

Dr. Dan Shechtman
Secretary General of Taiwan Israel
Chamber of Commerce

Edward Wen
Founder and CEO of
Winnoz Technology

Joses Hsiung
11:00-12:30

Lunch Break

12:30-13:00

Registration (Startups and Investors)

13:00-14:50

Meet the Startup / Pitch on Investor

14:50-15:10

Tea Break & Networking

15:10-16:50

Meet the Capital / Matchmaking (by invitation)

16:50-17:00

Networking

Advisor

Organizer

TIECTW
台灣創新創業中心
Taiwan Innovation and Entrepreneurship Center
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Cooperation

Design Thinking,
Design Business.
Time
14:00-14:05

11/17 sat. 14:00-16:20
Title

Speakers

Opening
【Community】

14:05-14:25

Cha Tzu Tang,
Founder

New Business Model of
Sustainable Development

Wood Chao

【Hometown】

Yuanli Hi Home,
Co-founder

14:05-14:25

The Cutural Practice of the
Home-coming Youths

14:45-15:10

【Local Voice】 Conversation + Q&A: Chatzutang X Yuanli Hi Home

Hsiufan Lin

【Curator】
15:10-15:30

Art Happening,
CEO

Curation beyond Borders
and Imagination

Natasha Lo

【Editor】
15:30-15:50

Speaking of Lifestyle, a Fanatic,
a Forerunner and a Practitioner

15:50-16:15

【Culture and Art】

16:15-16:20

Wood Chao
Cha Tzu Tang,
Founder

Hsiufan Lin
Yuanli Hi Home,
Co-founder

Natasha Lo
Art Happening,
CEO

Wei Rong Huang
Editor in Chief

Editor in Chief

Wei Rong Huang

Conversation + Q&A:
Curator Dong-dong X Editor in Chief Huang
See You in 2019!

Cha Tzu Tang insists that a beautiful Taiwan should be embraced, and her beautiful stories should be shared.
To exhibit this spirit, we combined the earth, humanities, emotions, and art with modern life from the content of the
product to package design. What we wish to convey is simply how good Taiwan is. Cha Tzu Tang wishes to inherit the
blessing of generations and allow Taiwan culture to proudly stand on the world stage.

Yuanli Hi Home is a group of young people of different professional fields (architecture, film-making, anthropology, design,
psychology, law and etc.) devoted to the revival of traditional culture and preserving culture in Yuan-Li Township. Hi Home
is actively involved in local public affairs. It also organizes independent exhibitions and cultural activities, trains local youth
community organizers, promotes rush-weaving and local environmental-friendly agricultural products, publishes local magazines
and preserves tangible and intangible local cultural heritages in Yuan-Li Township.
Aiming to become the one who crosses cultural boundaries. In 2009, following her return to Taiwan, she founded the very first
hotel style art exposition in Taipei “YOUNG ART TAIPEI”, establishing a brand new international platform for young art
talents and galleries in Taiwan. In 2013, she founded Art Happening Ltd.; based on her competence in art display and cultural
planning, she dedicated herself to in-depth exhibition curating, encouraging innovative presentation of public sector project. In
recent years, she has successfully curated a great number of inspiring and issue-oriented exhibitions in the fields of art design,
human history, and cultural assets.
Entered the advertising agency as a copywriter in 1990. Co-writing of《Taipei 100》in 1998 Editor in Chief of
《Shopping Design》2006-2011. Co-founder of《oneday》in 2012. Editorial consultant《on the desk》of eslite
bookstore in 2013. He has continued to participate in editorial affairs in various fields recent years.
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Yellow Stage
11/15 thu. 09:00-17:50

DigiAsia 2018 Day 1
Time

Agenda

09:00-09:30

Registration

09:30-10:10

Opening Ceremony

10:10-11:00

Social innovation for
SDGs

Digital Minister, Executive Yuan

11:00-11:40

AI Democratization
in Taiwan

CEO, Taiwan AI Academy

11:40-12:20

The future of
education

VP of Marketing, TutorABC

12:20

13:50-14:10

Audrey Tang

Sheng-Wei Chen

Kouler Liu

Luncheon

ADASIA 2019 LAHORE

Sarmad Ali / Managing Director, Jang Media Group

14:10-14:50

PHD presents Merge –
Stories From The Edge

Head of Strategy and Planning,
PHD Singapore

14:50-15:30

What does AI mean
for Marketers?

EVP – Head of Innovation,
Zenith Media

15:30-16:10

How To Use Stories to
Highlights Your
Business

16:10-16:30

Coffee Break

16:30-17:10

Advertising: Powered
by Artificial Intelligence

17:10-17:50

The Evolution of Media:
Data Architectures and
Audience Enrichment
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Ronnie Thomas

Tom Goodwin
CEO, Innity Corp

Phang Chee Leong

APAC Head of Marketing and
Innovation, Xaxis

Cheryl Ng

Vice President, Client Development
APAC, [m]PLATFORM

Girish Menon

11/16 FRI. 09:00-17:40

DigiAsia 2018 DAY 2
Time

Agenda

09:00-09:30

Registration

09:30-10:20

AI for Creativity

10:20-11:10

The impact of
AI on marketing,
the possibilities and
the pitfalls

11:10-12:00

Technology is
human-centered.
So is creativity.

12:00

Director, AI MIRAI, Dentsu Inc.

Takuya Kodama

Global Chief Product Officer, iProspect

Rohan Philips
Chief Creative Officer,
Isobar China Group

Chris Chen

Luncheon
Chairman, International Advertising
Association Steering Committee

13:40-14:00

44th IAA World
Congress Kochi

14:00-14:40

Reinventing Customer
Experiences by
using Enterprise
Design Thinking

14:40-15:20

How we leverage AI
technology to strengthen
your brand power?

15:20-16:00

Is Imagination really
more important than
knowledge?

16:00-16:20

Coffee Break

16:20-17:00

Creative Excellence
in an AI-First World

17:00-17:40

Prescriptive Marketing the next generation of
digital marketing

Ramesh Narayan
Customer Engagement and
Design Leader, IBM

Buelent Aydindag
VP - Chief Scientist, R&D, Oath

Niklas Karlsson
Digital Prophet, Oath

David Shing

Creative Technologist, Google

Mathew Tizard
CEO, Spotad

Sagiv Ben Shaul
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yellow
Yellow Stage
11/17 sat. 09:00-17:30

DigiAsia 2018 Day 3
Time

Agenda

09:00-09:30

Registration

09:30-10:10

Standing on The
Shoulders of Giants,
Looking to The Futures
of AI×DOOH.

10:10-10:50

Robot journalist,
writers and filmmakers
the future of media and
advertising industry

10:50-11:30

Utilising AI in
digital advertising

11:30-12:10

AI-enabled Marketing
with Social and
Audience Data

12:10

Marketing Department Manager,
Phoenix Metropolis Media

Zhiyong Liang

Founder and CEO, baseH

Anis Shiekh

CEO & co-founder, AnyMind Group

Kosuke Sogo

Director, PeopleView Audience, eLand

Chia-Yu Chien

Luncheon
GM of Creative Center,
Ad & Sales Dept. Xiaomi Inc.

13:40-14:20

Make AI Tailor-Fit
Everyone's Needs

14:20-15:00

Leveraging AI and Data
Empowered Marketing
Intelligence Platform for
International Advertisers
to Target China Market

Qian Zhang

Business Development Director,
iPinYou

Amanda Kwok
Solutions Technical
Unit Director, Microsoft

15:00-15:40

AI X Industry

15:40-16:00

Big Data EvolutionMixed Data

Peter Hu
General Manager, CLICKFORCE

Freya Yan

16:00-16:30

Closing Ceremony

16:30-17:30

13th AdTaiwan
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Center Stage

2018 Startup Taiwan
Awarding Ceremony

11/15 THU. 10:00-12:00

Innovation mindset is the key factor for enterprises to break new and reform core value. We sincerely invite you to take
part in 2018 Startup Taiwan Awarding Ceremony along with the distinguished incubators and corporates. Let us share
the honorable moment and shout out for the future innovation development together!

時 間

活 動 內 容

10:00-10:30

Registration

10:30-10:35

Opening Show

10:35-10:45

Opening Remarks

10:45-10:55

【Ceremony：Enhance Incubation Initiate Localization and Internationalization】

10:55-11:05

【Part 1 Taiwan Incubation Award】

11:05-11:20

【Part 2 Startup Award】

11:20-11:30

【Part 3 Training Award 】

11:30-12:00

【Networking】

Organizer

Implementer

Media Partners
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Information Service Industry Association of R.O.C.

Center Stage

2018 Global Startup
Ecosystem Forum

11/15 THU. 13:30-17:00

Silicon Valley x Singapore x Japan x Taiwan:

Incubate and Accelerate – Connecting World, Local, and Future!
To help startups to connect world resources, “Global Startup Ecosystem Forum” invites accelerators and incubators
from Silicon Valley, Singapore, Japan, and Taiwan to share their local experience, discuss about global market trends, and
bring international connections.

Time

Agenda

13:30-14:00

Registration

14:00-14:15

Opening Remarks
[Startup Ecosystem Insight1]

14:15-14:45

Global Startup Ecosystem
Insight—the US and APEC
Region
[Startup Ecosystem Insight2]

14:45-15:15

Startup Ecosystem Insight—
Showcase in SEA region

S p e a k e r

Manager, International & Government
Relations of Plug and Play

Christian Knipfer
Co-Founder & CFO of e27

Thaddeus Koh

[Startup Ecosystem Insight3]

15:15-15:45

Be a partner with Japanese
enterprises to accelerate
startups
[Trend Insight]

15:45-16:05

Prospective Accelerator
Brings Taiwan Startups to
the World
[Corporate Insight]

16:05-16:25

Vive X Accelerator –
Building Future Ecosystem
for XR Unicorns

CEO of Startup GoGo

Toshihiro Kishihara
President of
CDIB Capital Innovation Advisors Corporation,
CDIB Capital Innovation Accelerator

Ryan Kuo
Director of APAC VR Sales and Operations of
HTC Corporation

Mike Chi
主持人：

Kyle Chen/ Curator of Meet Taipei

[Panel Discussion]

16:25-17:00

Connecting Future –
Incubation Key Talk –
Corporate X Startups X Future

與談人：

Christian Knipfer / Plug and Play
Thaddeus Koh / e27
Toshihiro Kishihara /Startup GOGO
Ryan Kuo / CDIB Capital Innovation Advisors Corporation,
CDIB Capital Innovation Accelerator

Mike Chi / HTC Corporation

17:00-

Organizer

Networking Time

Implementer

14 ｜ MEET TAIPEI

Media Partners

Tourism Plus+ Contest Launching Press
Conference and Future Tourism Seminar
11/16 FRI. 09:40-12:00
The Revolution of Tech Tourism Plus+ and Tech Start-Up
Time

A g e n d a

S p e a k e r

Registration

09:40-10:00

Open Data Alliance Vice President,

10:00-10:40

Tourism Data Talk

10:40-10:50

Travel Tech
Taiwan-Tourism
Innovation Awards
Elaboration

TourTalk CEO ,

Jimmy Yiu

Tim Chen

Pitt Chao
HERE Technologies ,Michael Cheong
Fontrip Business Operation Division Director,

Taipei Computer Association

Open Data Alliance President ,

Chi-Ming Peng

Michael Cheong

HERE Technologies ,

10:50-11:40

Future Tourism
Seminar

DTTA
Dunqian intelligent hotel
management co.,ltd CEO ,
KKday Marketing Director,

Bing Ting Wu

Chia Ling Lin

11:40-11:48

PPP Speech

Encourage of Public Private Partnership on
Data Minister without Portfolio

11:48-11:55

Conclusion
Speech

Director General of Tourism Bureau

11:55-12:00

Ceremony of
Partnership

Organizer

Audrey Tang

Chou, Yung-hui

Tourism Bureau , HERE Technologies, TCA, ODA,
Together is High Quality Data Partnership

Implementer
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Center Stage

Connect to the Future
Smart Mobility
11.16

(Fri)

14:00-14:20

Center Stage

Innovation is in Audi’s DNA from day one. From Audi quattro to piloted driving, Audi always took the lead
in legendary innovations in the automobile industry.
More than ever new technologies and trends change the way how mobility is defined in divers ways.
In June 2018, Audi Taiwan held the 1st Audi Innovation Award in Taiwan to foster a local smart mobility
community. Calling for new technologies and for future mobility solutions under the three themes
Sustainability, Digitalization and Urbanization. Audi Innovation Award is a platform bridging Taiwanese
startup potential and innovations to Audi globally in order to change future mobility.

Angela Leibinger

Digital Business and Mobility Manager
Angela Leibinger joined the automotive industry in 2005. After international studies she joined
AUDI AG in 2011, were she was responsible for the development of new digital retail solutions
and big data projects. 2015 she moved to the sales department Region Overseas were she
steered strategic projects and the setup of markets in South East Asia. In 2016 she took over the
responsibility of dealer network development Northeast Africa, Near- and Middle East.
She joined Audi Taiwan in August 2017 as team coordinator of the Digital Business and Mobility
Department, which is responsible for the development and implementation of new digital
solutions and mobility concepts as well as startup scouting.

Center Stage

Solution Memo from
Corporates to Startups

11/16 FRI. 15:00-17:00

Corporates Stand by
Iconic Corporates Speed Dating with Startups
Are you suffering from searching for the right partners?
Wondering how to connect with corporates?
Check out “Corporates Stand by” Connect with corporate
resources and meet your dream team!

Samsung NEXT
We started in 2013 on a mission to create breakout software and services and foster a startup
culture at Samsung. Since then, our small group has become a global organization that has
empowered thousands of entrepreneurs around the world who share our passion for executing
against big and bold ideas and building, growing and scaling businesses.

samsungnext.com

Advantech

www.advantech.tw

Advantech: Partnering for Smart City & IoT Solutions
Founded in 1983, Advantech is a leader in providing trusted innovative embedded and
automation products and solutions. Our mission is to enable an intelligent planet with Automation
and Embedded Computing products and solutions that empower the development of smarter
working and living. With Advantech, there is no limit to the applications and innovations our
products make possible. Advantech offers comprehensive system integration, hardware,
software, customer-centric design services, and global logistics support; Advantech has always
been an innovator in the development and manufacture of high-quality, high-performance
computing platforms. We cooperate closely with our partners to help provide complete solutions
for a wide array of applications across a diverse range of industries. To realize our corporate
vision of Enabling an Intelligent Planet, Advantech will continue collaborating and Partnering for
Smart City & IoT Solutions.

Chailease Holding
Chailease Holding, established in Taiwan in 1977, is a leading Taiwan-based finance company
that provides a variety of value-added financing services to client consisting primarily of SMEs
in Taiwan and selected international markets including Greater China, ASEAN, Europe and
America.We have a unique business model that leverages our core competence in SMEs and
niche market financing. With our professional team and credit risk management system, we aim
to leverage on our experience and market leadership position in Taiwan to continue establishing
our brand in the global financial industry.
www.chaileaseholding.com

Trend Micro

www.trendmicro.com

Trend Micro is a multinational cyber security and defense company founded in LosAngeles,
California with global headquarters in Tokyo, Japan, a R&D center in Taipei, Taiwan, and regional
headquarters in Asia, Europe and the Americas. The company develops security software
for servers, cloud computing environments, consumers, and small, medium and enterprise
businesses.
250+ million endpoints. 500,000+ companies worldwide. One security software company.
For nearly 30 years, Trend Micro’s unwavering vision has been to make the world safe for
exchanging digital information. Security is our entire focus, and it shows.
This single-minded passion has inspired our innovations that keep up with the bad guys despite
a changing IT landscape, riskier user behavior, and constantly evolving threats.
The depth of our experience remains unmatched. From the endpoint to the network to the cloud,
we’ve got you covered with a connected threat defense recognized by analysts, customers, and
industry gurus of all kinds.
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Center Stage
Alibaba Cloud
Established in 2009, Alibaba Cloud (www.alibabacloud.com), the cloud computing arm of
Alibaba Group.
Alibaba Cloud provides a comprehensive suite of cloud computing services to businesses
worldwide, including merchants doing business on Alibaba Group marketplaces, start-ups,
corporations and government organizations. Alibaba Cloud is the official Cloud Services Partner
of the International Olympic Committee.
www.alibabacloud.com/tc

Alibaba Cloud now has 52 availability zones across 19 economic centers globally.

LINE Taiwan Limited

Through Protostar Program, LINE is aiming to engage and support startups to build applications
by using the LINE platform. LINE believes in building long-term partnerships by offering three
main resources: free LINE Business Connect account for production services, free LINE Caring
Program for participants who have launched its service, and lastly, investment options for potential
startups.
LINE searches for qualified startups/developers to become new service partner on LINE platform.
With early engagement, startups and LINE can foster mutually beneficial relationship and
partnerships. LINE’s goal is to find long-term partnership with startups and become a growth
engine for these startups to succeed.

protostar.line.me

PChome

PChome Online Inc., formerly a website launched in 1996, was established in 1998.
As a leader in the Internet industry, PChome Online Inc. provides services which cover
E-commerce, portal sites, and online businesses. The combined revenue reported in 2017 is
over NTD $29.4 billion.
"Committed to innovation and value creation" is the spirit of PChome Online Inc. It is the belief
of PChome that only by employing network technology and applying innovation, can PChome
continuously create more values, benefits, and innovative user experiences for internet users.

www.pchome.com.tw

Chunghwa Telecom
Co., Ltd.

www.cht.com.tw

Chunghwa Telecom Co., Ltd., formerly a governmental business unit of the Directorate General
of Telecommunications (DGT), was incorporated on July 1, 1996. The company’s common
shares have been listed on the Taiwan Stock Exchange since October 2000, and its ADRs have
been listed on the New York Stock Exchange since July 2003. Chunghwa Telecom became a
fully privatized company in August 2005. It is the largest integrated telecommunications service
provider in Taiwan.
Major business groups within Chunghwa Telecom include Northern/Southern Business,
International Business, Mobile Business, Data Communications Business, Enterprise Business,
Telecom Laboratories and Telecom Training Institute. In addition, the company also has offshore
offices and subsidiaries that jointly promote international fixed communications business and
collectively help in developing global markets.

TutorABC
TutorABC is the world's first 24-hour, 365-day live online education brand.
TutorABC matches learners with professional language consultants worldwide, and uses AI and
big data computing to create customized courses for learners.

www.tutorabc.com

Koochang Institute of
Entrepreneurship

With over 5,000 employees and more than 30,000 foreign consultants in 100 cities across 80
countries around the world, TutorABC provides more than 30 million online education courses
each year to customers in 135 countries and regions.

Xiaomi Koochang Institute of Entrepreneurship is an organization established under the thinking
of Corporatized Instructor upon Xiaomi ecosystem. We mainly help categorize and highlight
the core principle of Xiaomi ecosystem, while cultivate and spread throughout the world. The
published “ 小米生態鏈戰地筆記 ” has went viral and received countless positive reviews among
startups.

www.igucang.com
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SD Talk :

11/17 sat. 10:00-12:00

Solving Social Problems with Business Strategy: The Key to Sustainable
Corporations and Cross-border Cooperation
Our world has limited resources and we are now facing many social problems, such as climate change, energy
poverty, gender equality, and social justice. We cannot solve problems by using the same kind of thinking we used
when we created them. "Solving social problems with business strategy" is the key to sustainable corporations and
cross-border cooperation for companies and startups.
Since 2016, UN has adopted the 17 Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) – as a common language for all sectors.
In Taiwan, traditional corporations, startups, the government, and non-government institutions should propose
innovative solutions to social problems, built on cross-border cooperation through SDG 17 global partnerships, and
rethink the existing concept of business for all.
Based on years of expertise on Sustainable Development(SD), Plan b has invited key players from the startup
ecosystem and corporations in Taiwan to share and exchange their very own perspectives on solving social
problems with business strategy via international collaboration strategy to maximize joint value creation.
Time
10:00 - 10:05

Welcoming speech

10:05 - 10:15

A Brief on SDGs Partnership and SD Tools

10:15 - 11:00

11:00 - 11:45

11:45 - 12:00

Organizer

Agenda

PANEL A：
How can companies solve social problems
with business strategy?

PANEL B：
How can diverse communities build a more cohesive global
partnerships via solving social issues?

Q&A、Group Photo

Cooperation

Implementer
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center
Center Stage

Dragons' Chamber Taiwan
Turn Your Dream Into A Reality

11/17 Sat. 14 : 00-17:00

Are you a confident, organized entrepreneur
ready to enter the Dragons' Chamber to
make that big pitch for the start-up cash you
need? Or are you an experienced business
person looking for a solid business to get a
return from? Then this is the event that you'll
want to attend! Dragons' Chamber is a pitch
event organized by the Canadian Chamber of
Commerce.

Time

14:00 – 14:05

14:05 – 14:15

14:15 – 16:00

16:00 – 16:05

16:05 – 16:30

16:35 – 16:40

16:40 – 17:00

Agenda

Opening ｜
Introduce the Dragons' Chamber Taiwan / Sponsors / Judges / Organizers

Presentation ｜
Foreign Entrepreneurs in Taiwan

Demo ｜
5 startups / 10 mins pitch / 10 minutes Judges Questions

Break ｜
Judge time ｜
Decide top 3 teams

Awards ｜
Awards for the best teams – 3rd, 2nd, 1st

Networking ｜
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Open Stage

Start
up
Startup
Talk Show!
The chance for startups
to pitch on the stage for
3 minutes!
Featuring media judges
with various industrial
backgrounds, the best
way for startups to get
exposure!

11/15
THU.

12 : 00-16:20

Time

Topic

12:00-13:00

Smart Application
& IoT
+
Artificial Intelligence
& Big Data

14:00-15:00

15:20-16:20

Talk
Show!

Consumer
&
Commerce

Mobile & Cloud
+
Future Technology
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12 groups of
startup，3mins
per pitch
Media
judges make
comments

12 groups of
startup，3mins
per pitch
Media
judges make
comments

12 groups of
startup，3mins
per pitch
Media
judges make
comments

Open Stage

ASVDA

MEET MOBILE
PAYMENT SALON
cashless college town in Yunlin,
Chiayi, Tainan

The fundamental value of Fintech and
mobile payments lies in extending the
universal accessibility of broadband
telecommunications to secure
inclusive finance for the general
public.
To achieve a comprehensive level
of mobile payments, the primary
hardship for SMEs lies in the
integration of innovative technologies,
such as big data, Internet of Things,
AI, as well as the software/hardware
integration of innovation technologies
and the cross-domain integration of
urban and rural differences.
The three major "Going out"
approaches gradually form the
national beep economy: 1) Going out
of Taipei and into southern Taiwan
(Yunlin, Chiayi, Tainan), 2) Going
out of the office building and into
campus lifestyles, and 3) Going out
of production to enter into innovation
and entrepreneurship. Starting from
the campus, the roots of innovation
are laid, in which mobile payments
light up a mobile lifestyle.

Host
Director of Development Center
for cashless university campus

Ying-Chiang Cho

Panelist
Deputy Mayor of
Chiayi County Government

Ming-Yue Li

Panelist
Director of Big Data Research Center,
National Chung Cheng University

Shin-Yuan Hung

Panelist
Taiwan Data Science Co.,
Data Director

Jason Ho

Panelist

Host:

Cherri Tech Inc.CTO

Joseph Liao
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Global
Media Pitch
27 cities

11/16

Global Startups

Fri.

10:00-15:00

Media Opinions

Here comes the hype of global startup innovation! Meet Taipei assembles 100 international
startups to shine at Global Media Pitch, featuring a group of media judges.
Pitch, share, and connect!
Come check us out at Global Media Pitch and find your way to know about the precious
experience from worldwide startups.
Time

Group

新創

10:00-11:00

Asia 01

11:00-12:00

North America
South America
Europe
Oceania

12:30-13:30

TAcc+ — A New Accelerator in Taiwan：
The opportunities and challenges of implementing
“Open Innovation” in Taiwan

14:00-15:00

Asia 02
Every team has 3 minutes to share on stage.
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open
Open Stage
TYC Startup

Taoyuan

Demo Day
Government is dedicated to
supporting startups in Taoyuan.
Top 10 selected startups
from Taoyuan City are going
to compete with each other
in Pitch Talk Competition to
show their energetic power of
innovation.

11/17 sat.

10:00-12:00

Time

Name of the Program

10:00-10:05

Opening ceremony

Demo Show - Top 10 Startups from Taoyuan City
WOWWOW INNOVATIVE LAB (VR)
Claireye Intelligent Tech.(AI)
XMAC Global(IOT)
RE Green(Eco Tech)
Cheng Jie Tech (IOT)

10:05-11:45

Space Apes(Eco Tech)
Micro Pc(Eco Tech)
Automarpa(Robot)
Genvolution(IOT)
Sapiens(IOT)

A 6-minute pitch and 3-minute Q&A for each team

11:45-11:55

Judge's Comments

11:55-

Awards Ceremony
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IoT Valley Taiwan Demo Day

Meet Accel is a collaboration between well-known international
accelerators and Meet. Aimed to create an opportunity for Taiwanese
startups to join global accelerator.
They will support by found, human resource and global environment
from international accelerators, and stimulate Taiwanese startups
on international visibility.
First Pick - IoT Accelerator in France

12,000 m² IoT Park

IoT e-learning lessons

1st Key Development：Acceleration, Optimization, Development → Product
2sd Key Development：Training, Education → Team

Rapidly expand the European market

50 international Startups, 600 members of startup community

Direct to France IoT Valley Accelerator

For 1st place team: subisidy return flight ticket for one person

Activity information
Date

11/17（Sat.）14:00-17:00

Place

Expo dome, Meet Taipei（Open Stage）

Contact kyle@bnext.com.tw (02)8773-9808 ext. 363 Mr. Chen
Meet Accel

＊ The organizer reserves the right to change the content of the event.

Milestone

7/ 21

Biggest startup accelerator in Europe - Startupbootcamp Amsterdam Taiwan Competition

10 / 16

New York accelerator - Lair East Labs Taipei Selection

9/ 25

Hartford Insurtech Hub Competition

11 / 17 France IoT accelerator - IoT Valley Taiwan Demo Day

Co-hosting
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THE STAR

TUP CITY
POWER BY CCIA ╳ Garage+

新創城市
Value Co-Creation

The Star tup Cit y presents you a wonderland full of
possibilities, a society of innovative technology to explore,
and together, we build a prosperous future of startups.

CEO
Roundtable

VC Lab
Speed Dating

Global
Networking

Experience
Sharing

Tips for
Fundraising

Global Startup
Meetup

CDIB Capital Innovation Accelerator (CCIA), a member of the China Development Financial
(CDF ) group, primarily invests in star tups in fields such as IoT, cloud computing, mobile
applications, and next generation e- Commerce. CCIA assists them in developing business,
net working across industries and connecting to the global market by of fering corporate
mentoring programs, taught by seasoned and successful entrepreneurs including Chairman of
PChome Online Inc. Hung-Tze Jan, CEO of Cité Media Holding Group Fei-Peng Ho and Chairman
of Advantech Co., Ltd. KC Liu.

Garage+ is a zero-equity incubator supported by Epoch Foundation, a non-profit founded by 20
bluechip companies in Taiwan. In 20 03, Epoch initiated an educational program, Young
Entrepreneurs of the Future, to cultivate young talents, which has generated more than 60
startups.
In 2008, Garage+ was founded to back up entrepreneurs. Since 2014, more than 218 startups
(including 111 international startups) have resided in Garage+. It focuses on early-stage startups
in IoT, Smart Device, Healthcare (medical devices and digital health), AR / VR, Big Data, AI,
Robotics, and Green Tech.

CCIA

Grace Liao +886-2-7712-5300 ext.5315
grace.liao@cdibh.com

Garage+

May Yang +886-2-2511-1215 ext.22
may@epoch.org.tw

Location

CX-3

DigiAsia
Digital Marketing
Being themed with “Experience AI” this year, DigiAsia invites attendants to join us,
experiencing the tech innovation and convenience which artificial intelligence brings to
us. The exhibitors include, Weibo, the leading online social media, urAD, the cutting-edge
digital advertising firm, and Link00H, a subdivision of Foxconn Technology Group which
research and develop media platform and innovative application. They will show you the
latest technology during 15th – 17th Nov.
Let’s into the world of AI together!

Weibo
As the leading online social media, Weibo provides a platform for creating, sharing and exploring
information. People can use Weibo to make self-expressions and get social interactions. Weibo
also provides advertising and marketing solutions that enable customers to promote branded
services to their target audience through user data, social interests and behavior. Come
experience Weibo now!

urAD Co., Ltd
urAD is founded at 2010, which is a cutting-edge digital advertising firm based in Taiwan. Our
comprehensive one-stop digital advertising solution offers intelligent marketing strategies that
deliver results effectively and efficiently. We help marketers make better business decisions,
generate greater demand from the right mix of channels, convert impulse to sales, increase
revenue and profitability.
We had helped more than 500 domestic & foreign brand customers achieve marketing tasks, also
an important partner for Major Media Companies, including Google, Facebook, LINE and more.
urAD Targets on Customer Growth, Focusing on Marketing AI Data
Solutions!Always “Data First”!

Link00H
Link00H is a subdivision of Foxconn Technology Group which research and develop media
platform and innovative application, including ‘Gesture Control’, ‘Second Screen Application’,
‘Smart Delivery’, Offline-to-Online Marketing’ and ‘Augmented Reality(AR)’…and so on.
Link00H has obtained digital and multimedia dealerships of Taipei MRT, Taipei Train Station,
Syntrend Creative Park, and Taipei and Kaohsiung bus stops to serve branding clients.
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Smart Hardware & IoT
I1-1

Hugreen Corp

Agricultural IoT system
Combined various sensors and IoT technology, Rockabye is designed to help farmers reduce labors/
fertilizers/water usage but increase quality and yield at the same time. It allows growers standardize
and fully automate the growth process. Hugreen has also teamed up with distinguished professors
in agri/horticulture to build a database which helps farmers find the optimum condition for the plants.

www.hugreen.com.tw

I1-2

DeepMentor Inc

Embedded AI Module for IoT Application
Taiwan's new startup company DeepMentor develop the unique miniaturization technology to deploy
the AI functions to commercial embedded SOC/FPGA systems (US$100 rating). We have worked
with manufacturers to develop high efficient and low cost AIOT devices, such as: AI traffic analysis
device, AI video security guardian device, and AI image editor device.

www.deepmentor.com.tw

I1-3

Interxie

Enpto AI Energy Storage System
We master techniques in energy storage systems (ESSs) to provide comprehensive energy storage
solutions. Our all-in-one Enpto energy storage system changes the way of interaction with the electrical
grid, directly storing the mains electricity. With automatic blackout sensor, solar panel retrofit, and cloud
grid control features, Enpto makes it more efficient to utilize energy. We envision turning the power
shortage issues into a balanced, sustainable, and renewable environment for the following generations.

interxie.com

I1-4

Virtuoso Robotic Co., Ltd.

Next-Generation System Integration Service
Virtuoso Robotics focuses on Opto-mechatronics Solutions, relying on the technology, talent and
experience of our key members and reliable partners power the industrial automation system
integration service of one of the most high efficiency industrial solution company in Taiwan.

virtuosorobotics.wordpress.com

I1-5

thingnario co. ltd

PHOTON - AI powered PV O&M System
Photon is a software platform for modern PV production follow-up. It is about measuring and
visualizing production in real time, and also make the maintenance traceable. Boost up your solar
farm value by 20%.

www.thingnario.com

I1-6

Fuelstation Inc.

The Worldwide 1st Miniature IOT Streaming Music Player & Smart Wireless Earphone
GO+ is a brand-new “ Stream Music Player” & “Smart Streaming Earphone” in post iPod era. The
ecosystem revolutionizes users’ listening experience and protects audio contents.
GO+ allows users to leave their phone behind and not worry about battery, storage, Bluetooth
pairing and WiFi/LTE connection issue or even the inconveniences of carrying their smartphone
during workout.

www.fuelstation.tech

I1-7

Huzylin

Lockists P2P Scooter Sharing Platform
Scooters owner can share their scooters' idle time to scooters user, 24/7 by using Lockists App to
interact with Lockists smart device. Scooters owner can also set their own sharing price & time.
Lockists members also have chance to meet each others in Lockists only or Lockists special
discount activities.

www.lockists.com

I1-8

Habitz MedTech

Meridian Visualizer/ Integrated nerve and acupuncture point detect for health management.
Integrating data and health management applications with Chinese and Western medicines
Providing new detection and intervention programs for health management, allowing visitors to
experience and understand the relationship between human meridians and nerve conduction, and
then find a solution to the balance between body and mind for their daily qi and blood status with
customized program!

habitz-medtech.com
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Smart Hardware & IoT
I1-9

Giant Lighting Solution

Human centric lighting solution
We are experts of human-centric smart lighting design and consultancy for providing lighting
solutions of up to 90% energy saving and high visual comfort. Our designs meet CIE, IES and EN
lighting standards and recommendations. We can help you develop the most comfortable lighting
environments with the lowest energy cost.

www.giant-lighting.com

I1-10

ThinkCloud
Technology Co., Ltd.

SelfieSign
SelfieSign an innovative e-signature solution combines video record with e-signature. Traditional
signature is subjected to forgery and repudiation from user. Online authentication methods such
as password, fingerprints only demonstrate result not process therefore unable to demonstrate
consciousness and intention of user. SelfieSign is able to reinforce authentication by providing video
evidence of signature process to prevent forgery and repudiation.

www.thinkcloud.com.tw

I2-1

Ideabus Technology Co., Ltd.

LTPA Training Solution
Many studies confirm that being physically active during middle-age can prevent the onset of
dementia later on. The scientists suggest that leisure-time physical activity (LTPA) performed at least
twice a week yielded maximum effects for people across ages, sex, and varying degrees of genetic
susceptibility.

www.ltpasolution.com/about-tw.html

I2-2

Gadgle Creative
Technology Co., Ltd.

ViPCare Smart Band
ViPCare SmartBand constantly checks your fatigue ,stress level and keeps track of daily activity.
What’s more, Our Cloud-based Health Diagnosis (C.H.D.) Service will analyze the data that are
measured and collected from wearable device then return evaluated results and display in the app.

gadgletech.com

I3-1

3Anology

IoT system / software and hardware system integration
Use the graphical interface to respond to different IoT devices and various network environments.
We can also provide customized education and training, which is widely suitable for R&D personnel,
self-creaters, engineering and business students.

3anology.com.tw

I0-1

Chailease Holding

Chailease Holding
Chailease Holding, established in Taiwan in 1977, is a leading Taiwan-based finance company that
provides a variety of value-added financing services to client consisting primarily of SMEs in Taiwan
and selected international markets including Greater China, ASEAN, Europe and America.
With our professional team and credit risk management system, we aim to leverage on our
experience and market leadership position in Taiwan to continue establishing our brand in the global
financial industry.

www.chaileaseholding.com

I0-2

UNI Marketing Limited

Online Media Platforms | Online Ad Networks | E-commerce
Online Media and Marketing Agency - Business Scope: Content Marketing in our Online Media
Platforms (Tagsis.com, Tagmum.com, Tagpopular.com, Japhub.com and OUTDOOR TALKS!),
Online Ad Networks, Video Production, Social Media Communications, Digital Advertising, Product
Sales and Marketing in Online Channels

www.unimhk.com/tc

I0-3

CID INNO

Plan B for All :Creative Products You May Need When Human Life Change
"2018 ""Plan B for All"" series projects by CID INNO and 4 partners:
Equal learnings(LA): Keep learning while digital and disconnected
Ecologist+atelier(KS):Live in a cozy house after climate change.
Blockbreeze(Bangkok): Blockchain media transborderary
Bottle -Top(Nantou) : Cobot makes cuisine of Mar

csrcommunity.com
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IX-1
SMEA-Startup Ecosystem Pavilion
5 Projects x 24 Global Startup Demo Experience the result and energy of Taiwan Incubation Ecosystem in person with our
exclusive AR and projection mapping.

Taiwan Aerogel Technology
Materials Co., Ltd

13

Diandian Technology

2

Quantum Dot Materials
Technology Corp.

14

SiLuo TaTung Soy Sauce.
Co.Ltd

3

V7 Idea Tech Limited

15

ProtectLife International
Biomedical Inc.

4

PURIBLOOD MEDICAL CO.,
LTD.

16

Plow & Reap co., Ltd

5

MAXWIN TECHNOLOGY

17

Aniffer Trading Co., Ltd.

6

GIANT POWER
TECHNOLOGY BIOMEDICAL
CORP.

18

SinFongFarm

7

VierMTech INC.

19

8

YingLight Technology Co.
Ltd

20

Amara-Chwin Co., Ltd.

9

Perfect & Outstanding
Technology Inc.

21

Mixberry Co., Ltd.

10

NESTECH

22

Queue Q

11

IESS Cloud Tech. Co., Ltd.

23

Star Herb Pharma Co.,Ltd.

ADHOC IO TECH CO.,LTD.

24

LILUNA Application

1

12

aTm 台灣氣凝膠科技材料開發股份有限公司
Taiwan Taiwan Aerogel Technology Materials Co., Ltd.

adhoc iO

九號積木

歐利科技有限公司
adhoc.iO Tech Co., Ltd.
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ELECTRONIC
NOS

Electronic Nose Co,. Ltd

Experience 2025

Audi Meet Taipei Pavilion

Can you imagine what the environment and life will be in six years? Let the winners of the first Audi
Innovation Award show you, an immersive experience of a day in 2025.

Now experience the 5 new relationships
between you and the future world
08:00

[New Energy]

NiveauUp

09:00

[New Mobility]

14:00

[New Commerce] Adenovo

17:00

[New City]

20:00

[New Environment]

Can a battery be 10 times faster charging and with 3 times longer lifespan yet remaining the
same weight and cost? Let eXtreme Fast Charging-READY show you how.

creDa

Will each person have his/her own in-depth learning database in the future? Through
automated marking and in-depth learning, auto-driving will overturn your imagination about
“mobility.”
Funded by the Alibaba Entrepreneurs Fund, Adenovo introduces aifian - the innovating AI x
Fintech service - to make financial inclusion a reality.

DT42

How different the future will be when a car can interact with the city on its own? In 2016,
DT42 is the first in Asia to be selected as a part of the AI accelerator Zeroth.AI. DT42 is
making machines to understand data, and assist you to make the optimum judgment.

Bionicraft

Nominated for the 2017 World Changing Ideas Awards of Fast Company, Bioncraft codeveloped by biologists, product designers, and architects. They are turning air pollution from
a problem into a resource to build a new relationship between people and the environment.

Chatterbot Situated
View Show

Live Broadcast:
Future Citizens in 2025

Speed Dating
with Audi

11/15 (Thu) –11/17 (Sat)
IX-2 Audi Pavilion

11/17 (Sat)
12:00-13:00 Webcast

RPG x physical interaction,
unique experience different
from the online and offline
synchronous view. Challenge
the Unlocking Color Egg now
to win exclusive gifts!

Ta-han Lin, founder of the
Backer-Founder and AotterGirls
Yu N, will be “a representatives
of the future citizen” taking
you to explore 2025 in-depth
from the public point of view.

11/16 (Fri) –11/17 (Sat)
Enterprise Support
for Startups

Organizer

Live Broadcast Partner

Media
co- organizer

Do you want your services be
seen worldwide by car owners?
Show your creativity for Audi
digital sales representatives to
know you more.

Start-up
Partner

IX-3
Kaohsiung Forward Pavilion
Beyond New Bay ‧ Startup Your Way
With profound traditional industries in the past, Kaohsiung takes it as resources
and capabilities to cultivate new start-up and build up the dream HUB.
Kaohsiung City Government keeps fostering new start-up enthusiastically
and established Digital Art Kaohsiung United Office (DAKUO) to support
one-stop and all-channel services to provide the communication platform
between new start-up, communities, and industries.
To see the way forward of Kaohsiung, with Digital Technology, Artificial
Intelligence, and Enterprise Transformation in various area, Kaohsiung Forward
shows the innovative LOHAS life perfectly.

1

2

VAR Technology
(Taiwan) Ltd.

Let's race with other players in the cool and fascinating
cars! Different traps and random items test your driving
skills and outstanding spontaneous response. The key
of victory is how do you use the special items correctly
and evade the dangerous stratagems.

J.O.E. SOFTWARE LTD.

Mobile game "PIG FARM" series is one of JOE's main
products. It is a simulation game, which has gained
over 5 million downloads in Taiwan. Recently, "PIG
FARM 3D" is developed by Taiwanese and Japanese
employees of JOE. We are going to create more great
hit games here from Taiwan!
AIoT Unmanned Store：With image identify system,
AIoT Unmanned Store can distinguish different
items and the quantity of products. It will display red
warning light when it is out of stock and notify the shop
assistant.

3

Webduino

Smart Planting：How do you look after your plants
when you are out of home? Do you know programs will
solve your problems? You can take care of your plants
automatically by making sure they have enough water
and light all the time.
Smart Home："Smart Home" is the Access Control
System which is applied new IoT concepts and RFID
technologies.
"MicroPlay" instantly replays the realities of the past
market and joins virtual financial accounts and virtual
ordering services, allowing us to integrate more quickly
into the world of financial transactions.

4

5

6

HaoHan Info Co., Ltd.

"GOrder" is a program of trading platform that
integrates multiple brokerage platforms. It can use
other programs to place orders, including three
modules: quotation, manual and program order. Let
us conduct strategic trading in multi-brokers through
familiar programs.

Wellgen Medical Co.,LTD

"µ-Scan microscopy" is a medical device that can scan
smear automatically and detect AFB Stain(Acid-Fast
Stain) combined with multiple slides microscopy in a
few minutes. Our automated system exhibits superior
sensitivity in detecting AFB which can significantly
reduce human negligent and improves laboratory
quality and efficiency.

Hongyun Property
Development Co., Ltd.

"Hongyun Jishen" has been in business for 3
generations in more than 60 years and cultivating
banana export market for almost 50 years. With the
persistence of industry and quality-oriented attitude,
we have purchased a number of low-temperature
refrigerators and refrigerated trucks. In accordance
with the new pesticide testing system issued by
Japan, the planting process is absolutely transparent,
open, and safe. We provide high quality products to
customers. Also, designated as Japanese banana
exporter, we promote Taiwan banana to Japan and the
Mainland market successfully.
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IX-4
STSP x StarFab Innovation Super Highway Pavilion
A unique concept for startup acceleration, the Southern Taiwan Science Park (STSP)
gives promising entrepreneurs a chance to grow their startups with the support of an
established, global enterprise.STSP includes production, R&D, and industrial service
districts. Key companies from every field have established their presence in the park.
Participants of this original program gain access to the best industry consultants, facilities,
and resources, along with unprecedented access to venture capital.This year, 13 Startups
from smart manufacturing, AI, Robotics, smart finance fields successfully participate in
this program and work with one of the park's leading enterprises: Himax Technologies,
Tongtai Tongtai Machine & Tool Co., Ltd, Allring Technology, Geosat Aerospace &
Technology. Furthermore, they will exhibit newest products and technologies in Meet
Taipei. We invite you to visit “STSP Co-Creation Pavilion” to see newest products and
technologies and know more about “The STSP Corporate-Startup Accelerator Program”.

GINTEL TECH

GINTEL TECH Inc. focuses on transdisciplinary research and development. The core technologies
includes A(AIoT+Aquaculture), B(big data), C(Cloud), D(Device- software and hardware integration
design) and M(Mobile+Mathematical model development and algorithm). The research team won
19 awards and patents. The aims of GINTEL TECH are food safety and environmental sustainability.
The products provide quick monitoring of water toxic concentration in the fields of in aquaculture,
industrial water, drinking water and agriculture.

2

YajanTech

YajanTech is a global company and members work on Taiwan, HK,Singapore and India. Our
manage team locate at Taiwan.We are a AR and VR design company and provide kernel SDK to
client to design productions.We help client to build APP, Web, hardware and AR/VR production and
cook business together.If there is any idea need to implement , please feel free to discuss with us
and we can help to build it.

3

Anchor Tech Co., Ltd.

Anchor Tech with excellent IoT product line has launched our new brand NIDO to provide outof-warranty vending machine a solution for mobile payment and management on cloud. The
development team has solid experience in closed vending machine payment industry, upgrading
over 200,000 vending machines distributed in Korea, Japan and Germany during 7-year career.

4

P-Square Inc.

P-Square was founded in 2014 by Dr. Jeremy Kuo, who has 10-year experience in indoor
positioning field. We focus on providing comprehensive indoor positioning solutions for various IoT
and Industry 4.0 applications. Our team have been successful built indoor positioning systems for
leading companies, such as TSMC, Formosa Plastic Group, and LiteOn.

5

Powerwow

PowerWoW is dedicated to become one of the global major wireless power solution providers and to
create a safe and intelligent high power wireless charging system that can be used for applications
such as AGV, RGV, OHT, DRONE and automobiles.

6

Sea Of Clouds
Advanced Technology
Co.,Ltd

Founded in 1995, SHII FWU HUEY Technology is a member of the Robotics Industry Research
Alliance. It has cooperated with ITRI in the development of "Smart Life Companion Robot System",
and has established with Taiwan Precision Machinery Development Center, Mingxin University of
Science and Technology. The relationship of cooperation. Has won the "Innovative Health Care
Robot Award", "Medical Robot Competition Award" and other honors.

SHII FWU HUEY
Technology Co., Ltd.

Founded in 1995, SHII FWU HUEY Technology is a member of the Robotics Industry Research
Alliance. It has cooperated with ITRI in the development of "Smart Life Companion Robot System",
and has established with Taiwan Precision Machinery Development Center, Mingxin University of
Science and Technology. The relationship of cooperation. Has won the "Innovative Health Care
Robot Award", "Medical Robot Competition Award" and other honors.

1

7

喜福會智慧科技
SHII FWU HUEY INTELLIGENT
TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD.

8

LEADERG INC.

LEADERG INC. is an AI robot design house which provides AI robot solutions.

LIPS

LIPS are positioned as 3D Machine Vision Platform provider offering:
3D depth cameras based on ToF, Structured Light, and Active Stereo technologies; standard
recognition middleware; standard solutions. LIPS not only design, build, and customize 3D depth
cameras but also create various recognition middleware and solutions to fulfill your applications.
Besides we do customize camera design, middleware, and total solution projects for developers and
marketers worldwide.

Frontier Technology Inc.

Frontier's core technology is customized solution for Chinese Nature Language Processing(NLP). It
can be applied many field such as Chatbot or Robot. It's unique dialogue design and algorithm can
help enterprise build differential service and enhance the user experience.

Spectronik Medical Inc.

The company was founded by three like-minded individuals who specialize in electronics, software
and biomedical optoelectronics engineering. Because of the enthusiasm for improving the quality of
hospitalized patients, to develop qualified and useful medical equipment for patients is the goal of this
company. Due to the in-depth understanding of the actual needs of hospitals and patients, and the
mastery of core technologies, it is the guide to stimulate product development.

12

CRIS

Incubation by THU, applying the leading technology development capability in the academic field to solve
practical challenges, it has been successfully introduced into many different manufacturing fields, including
the semiconductor manufacturing industry with the most difficult processing schedule, semiconductor
packaging and testing industry, OLED industry, metal ironmongery machining industry, etc.

13

TAI GANG Technology

The company uses graphene inorganic composite films to process wastewater or chemicals, and
extract valuable materials for other purposes. It provides unique technologies on ammonia and
nitrogen wastewater management, advanced oxidation process, VOC monitoring and governance,
and textile wastewater processing.

14

Excellent Water
Appraisal & Co.

Excellent Water Appraisal & Co. is established by a group of professionals with rich experience in
financial accounting, venture capital, M&A transactions and valuation analysis. Main business are
entrepreneur/intangible assets valuation and startups counseling (include technical value, equity
planning and financial advisory).

KPMG

KPMG Startups and Innovation Group understand the importance of entrepreneurs working to transform
new ideas into thriving businesses and the importance of businesses innovating internally and externally.
We can help you navigate your challenges – no matter the size and stage of your business. Gain access
to KPMG’s global resources through a single point of contact – a trusted adviser to your company. It is a
local touch with a global reach.
Our professional Startups and Innovation Group is ready to help you start and grow your business

StarFab Accelerator

StarFab are tirelessly searching for innovative smart solutions and exceptional entrepreneurs, and
provide extraordinary startups with the best resources to help turn their ideas into a successful reality with
powerful corporate collaborations, market-leading mentors, extraordinary VC connections, the StarFab
studio and on-site tech experts.
Remarkable state of StarFab:
* 88 Startups * Total Raise 1.6 Billion * 40% of alumni receiving external funding
* 95% of high survival rate

9
10
11

15

16

箴光醫材股份有限公司
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IX-5
National Formosa University Startup Pavilion
National Formosa University is founded with precision mechanics
and mechantronics technologies to train a lot of professionals in
Taiwan. Expertise includes CAD/CAM processing, information
management, automation, and electrical control. It specializes in
smart system solutions, precision mechanics development. It’s
the top choice for precision mechanics and smart manufacturing
trainings.

Hong Hua Tong
Technology Co., Ltd.

Honghuatong owns outstanding technologies on IoT and
mechatronics. It’s committed to designing smart assistive
technologies suitable for all terrains for the physically
challenged.

2

Smart Machine and
Intelligent
Manufacturing
Research Center

Smart Machine and Intelligent Manufacturing Research
Center in National Formosa University integrates research
and development capabilities in campus. It works with smart
machinery firms in Taiwan, Germany and Japan to offer
resources and technologies to services for them. It has
received multiple national awards from Ministry of Science
and Technology as well as Ministry of Economic Affairs.

3

Embedded
Heterogeneous
System Design Lab

Embedded Heterogeneous System Design Lab integrates
embedded system, intelligent electronics, vehicle
communication interface, Industry 4.0 and intelligent
agriculture. It has been commissioned by Ministry of Science
and Technology for many years, collaborated with several
vendors, and own 30 patents.

Mega House Ltd.

Founded in 2018, Mega House is composed of computer
science, engineering, and liberal arts students from National
Formosa University. With hardware/software integration
capabilities, it focuses on IoT product development. Its
portfolio includes auto locks, cloud-based agriculture
monitoring and management systems, and virtual reality
gloves with temperature feature.

1

4

宏華通科技有限公司
Hong Hua Tong Technology Co., Ltd.
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FunTech & XR

F1-1

Yongguan

The virtual reality story mobile theater design and content provide company
"Vavilang" has long been dedicated to the indigenous tourism industry, and has produced
aboriginal cultural programs such as "Seeing Taiwan" and tribal images records. Recently, in order
to develop new customers, 360 VR media is utilized to present tribal attractions. However in AR/
MR media is adapted for interpretation of the history, relics and celebrities of the original tribes. It
is a new form of tour guide Visitors’ experience is expected to be enhanced both in intellectual and
emotional aspects.

www.vavilang360.com

F1-2

Voxel Co., Ltd.

3D sensing solutions for people counting and automotive
The core competencies of 5Voxel are the S/W & H/W design of 3D camera and also system
integration, including opto-mechatronics design, auto-calibration, embedded system integration, CV
algorithms, hardware acceleration and application development. Except helping customer on 3D
camera mass production & software integration, 5Voxel is also creating solutions for surveillance
and automotive industry.

www.5voxel.com

F1-3

Advanced Cloud Tech Corp.

1.Image Recognition Intelligence Glass 2.Automatic Recognition Tracking Car
We committed to Image Recognition.
We are committed to apply Image Recognition and combine it with an automatic control system.
The technologies we used included Machine Learning and Deep Learning.
We hope to achieve Deep AR Glasses and Deep Image Tracking.
Companies can achieve low-cost and high-efficiency value,we provide customized services let
companies to maximize their value."

www.advcloud.com.tw

F1-4

WOWWOW
INNOVATIVE LAB

Buy or Die
"Buy or Die" Creating an unique multiplayer VR combat game that you could only experience in VR
world. Using your controller as scanner to scan item or scan your enemy to defeat him.

wowwow.tw

F2-1

Deguang Digital Design

WebAR，LBS O2O，LBS AR
We integrate LBS AR, Cloud Date, WEB AR, BONUS GAMES, LBS O2O, and Gamification
technology capabilities, and have validated service activities in indoor and outdoor field projects,
with the ability and experience of event planning, game design and technical service integration.

www.besty-eve.com.tw

F2-2

PUMPKIN STUDIO, LTD.

PUMPKIN Studio

Advisor

VR CO-OP Mech Simulator-Operation:IRON GATE
Pumpkin Studio provide VR content producing. By utilize "Unreal Engine 4", one of the best developing
software, as our main engine, we are capable to do high quality 3D design, 3D drawing, and software
setting.

www.pumpkinvrar.com

Cooperation
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Mobile & Cloud
M1-1

18LIGHT GAME LTD.

Behind the Screen
“Behind the Screen” is a game including stuffs like puzzles, stealth modes and fighting that you can
still easily handle. And many stories are inspired by actual historical events in Taiwan. If you dig
deep into our stories, you will find it is not just an “easy” game.

www.18Light.cc

M1-2

BigGo

BigGo - Price Smart Search Engine
BigGo Originated from Kaohsiung, Taiwan. Established in August of 2016, BigGo is the only product
search engine capable of finding and retrieving all products from all existing shopping websites. We
are also the only product search engine that offers cash back globally.

biggo.com.tw

M1-3

dido: track your every meet-up

dido: track your every meet-up
"dido" is a mobile application that brings complete different experiences of real-time location sharing.
"dido" provides two tracking modes – "map view" and "camera view" – which together allow users to
check their friends on the map and find the exact location through the cameras on their smartphones
in a way which is similar to the application of AR. With "dido", you will never get lost again!

didowhere.com

M1-4

UXTesting

UXTesting
UXTesting helps enterprises make data-driven decisions with objective data from real users. With
the novel collaborative platform, Enterprises can efficiently and effectively optimize the product UX
and enhance the customer satisfaction and retention rate.

www.uxtesting.io

M1-5

P2GO Corp.

Sharing ecosystem of power bank
The best way for mobility device charge.

p2go.com.tw

M1-6

Nextrek Co.

NexTrek: Cloud-Based Cash Flow and Financial Management Software
NexTrek dedicates to become the leading brand of "Cloud-Based Cash Flow and Financial
Management Software" among start-up and micro business in Taiwan. Via providing easy-to-use
interface and unlimited cloud service, NexTrek enables enterprises to manage bookkeeping and
operation in a finger snap. Besides, the real-time managerial report helps to improve the efficiency
and competitiveness.

www.nextrek.co

M1-7

Mediot

Medobrick
Medobrick, a system which conform to H.I.P.P.A. Compliance, applied Cloud Internet Technique
and Conditional Matchmaking System in which enables a variety of brand operators from Telehealth
to set up sharing economy. Currently Medobrick is focusing on progressing towards areas of
psychology by building a direct brand – Medopsych, and forging business partnership with Velp on
veterinary subjects.

www.mediot.com.tw

M1-8

Screea

Screea
Screea is a decentralized universal loyalty platform where users can collect screea points anywhere
within our global ecosystem, online and offline.

www.screea.com

M1-9

M1-10

M1-11

YunHo Agricultural
Technology Inc

Hechuang Technology
Consulting Co., Ltd.

Adventrip

Farm network management、plant protection drone service and training
Yunho Agricultural is a company invested by agricultural experts from National Yunlin University of
Science and Technology and Taiwan’s leading Rice Industry, sunhao-rice company. Through their
cooperation in agricultural production, a drone was created to solve the problem of shortages in
manpower and to solve food safety issues. Record is made from start to finish, allowing consumers
to be at ease with the quality of the products.

www.yunher.com.tw

888civil
888 Civil Cooperation Platform is the first Construction Resource Sharing platform in Taiwan. We
provide rapid construction material matching service, 888 assistant, and dedicated Construction
Advertise Exposure platform. Our core values are based on innovation, sharing, service and
education. Our construction-industry memebers can search any resource on our resource sharing
integration platform.

www.888civil.com

Adventrip
Adventrip is a program for record & share trips.
We combine both traveler's photo & 360 views to relive environment in trips.
If you like travel & love to share your happiness, welcome to our site.

zh-tw.facebook.com/adventrip.tw

M2-1

Fusion Next Inc.

Doweing
Doweing is a group space real time communication platform application.

www.fusionnextinc.com
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Mobile & Cloud
M2-2

Nvesto Company Limited,
Taiwan Branch

iShelly&TopSales CRM/Sales CRM
iShelly is a cloud-based Client Relationship Management system for small teams / businesses. In addition
to storing vital customer info, iShelly keeps track of sales potential & activity, thus helping managers &
teams to excel & reach higher sales targets.TopSales CRM helps sales to keep track of client info &
interactions on a free mobile platform; an indispensable tool for high-performance sales personnel!

www.ishelly.com / www.ishelly.com/salesapp

M2-3

P&P Language online

Online English Course
1. An educational platform that is a combination of cloud technology and highly-efficient e-learning process.
2. Having proficiency in designing learning materials and offering the customized courses based on student’s level.
3. Language Training for Company (enterprise cooperation).
4. New learning platform: scheduling system and booking system.

pplanguageonline.strikingly.com

M2-4

MAYO Human Capital

MAYO HRM Solution
Now, you can manage your people on MAYO's HRM solution without restriction of place and
time. MAYO's HRM solution well-designed mobile user interface fulfills the demands for remote
managements and allows leadership to keep eyes on human capital merely with their personal
smartphones.

www.mayohr.com

M2-5

Jandi

JANDI
Effective teamwork, smoother workflow, collaboration tool, JANDI.
Convenient Communication, file sharing and quick feedback checks with no need for emails. All
features you wanted now put together in one simple service.

www.jandi.com

M2-6

Yourator

Yourator
Yourator is the leading recruitment and employer branding platform in Taiwan. Founded in 2015, Yourator have
worked with more than 600 well-known companies to recruit engineers and digital talents such as digital marketing
and product managers. Yourator’s service specifically focused on startups and interne/software sector, and have
helped tens of thousands of passionate talents to find their dream jobs. Yourator also hosts offline events and
work closely with startup incubator/education institutions to bring exciting career opportunities to talents.

www.yourator.co

M3-1

KdanMobile Software Ltd.

Creativity 365 & Document 365
Creativity 365 and Document 365, provided by Kdan Mobile, are the cross-device content creation
and document solutions that empower the world to create, distribute, and conjoin projects via the
use of mainstream digital devices. Our services are ideal for enterprise and easily integrate into your
workflows. Create multimedia projects, edit PDF files, and securely back everything up to Kdan Cloud.

www.kdanmobile.com/zh-tw

M3-2

WorkDo

WorkDo Team Collaboration App
WorkDo is an all-in-one, team collaboration and business productivity app that promotes information
flow across your team and brings people and resources to one place, making it easier to get
work done. With tools like attendance, tasks, approvals, HR, file sharing, chats and resource
management; WorkDo enables people to effectively collaborate in a much more seamless way.

portal.workdo.co/zh-hant

M3-3

FUNTEK Inc.

IMKit - Live In-App Chat Solution
FUNTEK is a leading In-App Chat Solution Provider to enable the customized chat experience for
B2C and C2C business.

funtek.co

M3-4

Arcare Innova Corp.

ruRU Intelligent Software Robot / PaaS License
“ruRu”An innovation PaaS which provide enterprise a software development platform service.
ruRU’s amazing performances:
*3 times faster design efficiency
*1000 times system production speed
*Less 40% of people involved
*Less 50% of TCO (Total Cost of Ownership)

arcare-robot.com

M3-5

Olis Innovation Co., Ltd.

Ocard for Business
Ocard is an integrated CRM and marketing SaaS platform which focuses on assist business manage
their customers through an efficient way. We can collect customer data, build loyalty program, run big
data analysis and do AI remarketing on target customers. We also integrate chatbot into Line/FB as
remarketing channel. And Ocoin is a rewarding program that let customers earn and spend cross brands.

ocard.co

M3-6

25sprout

SurveyCake
SurveyCake is an enterprise SaaS product, which helps you create a powerful and friendly survey
easily. It's trusted by world's leading companies, such as TOYOTA, Allianz, KPMG, etc... Beyond
the survey, we focus more on the answers you collected, and what you can do with them. In short,
SurveyCake is an actionable survey.

www.surveycake.com

M0-1

Arkkers International Co., Ltd

ARKBEEZ
Are you still trying redirect your customers to a landing page? If yes, you better stop doing it. Because the moment
redirection happened, we lost some of our customers. That’s why we need some helps, ArkBeez’s concept is very
simple and easy to understand, we make the place where your customer is becoming the landing page. By having
ArkBeez, by your side, we make the Facebook fan page becomes the ecommerce site for you and let them stay there!

www.arkkers.com
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Consumer & Commerce
C1-1

RushBit

RushPay
We provide the product integrated with multi-mobile payments and accounting system. Shopkeepers
can use our service for increasing income from mobile payments and add the more channels by
using our applications.

www.rushbit.net

C1-2

nu4PET

nu4PET
We believe the best food for pet is the most fit one. nu4PET is not only a dog food provider.It offers
exact nutrition needs for your pets to make them healthier.Our consultant team includes professional
veterinarians and pet nutritionists, would help you to find out your pet’s nutrition needs.

www.nu4pet.com

C1-3

Your Love Co., Ltd

Healthy food supplies / Mother and newborn baby home service
Innovate home service for pregnant and postpartum. Our customization includes professionals
training, cases matching, care service, health food ingredient preparation. We create women
employment opportunities and combine unique crops in Miaoli. Our main goal is to increase
economic benefit and township revitalization.

www.yourlove52bb.com.tw

C1-4

True Travel Co. Ltd.

Orange Cat Travel - Exclusive Exquisite Travel Charter Service
Orange Cat Travel Network Platform offers two major projects
1. "Tourism Service" Taiwan's Island and Southeast Asia's tour
2. "Exclusive chartered service" Whether you need a professional driver and tour guide charter, pure
chartered travel, airport transfer service.

8car.com.tw

C1-5

Melegant Co., Ltd.

Melegant - Your Beauty Marketplace
Melegant is an online marketplace specially designed for beauty services. We help millions of
customers and hair designers better match and book services online.
Integrated with artificial intelligence technology, we recommend the most suitable hairstyles to
customers, and help designers better manage their businesses with data.

www.melegant.com

C1-6

PigRent

PigRent
Rent Your Dream House , With Our Up-To-Date VR & 720 Panorama Technology
We provide users with a variety of options to search: 1.Use the simplified graphic buttons to enter
requirements 2.Click and drag the pictures to view with panorama 3.Become friends with our
LINEBOT to look for your dream house on LINE! 4.Use the map to search the area!

pigrent.com

C1-7

MUSA Trademark

Trademark registration and protection
"MUSA Trademark help companies develop trademark strategies to protect their brand and product names
in Taiwan, China and around the world. Have you trademarked your brand in all countries you WILL do
business? If not, come talk to us, we are passionate about protecting your intellectual property!As a member
of both French and Canadian Chambers of Commerce, we love to work with international startups. We are
also proud to sponsor the pitch event Dragons’ Chamber held during Meet Taipei."

musa-trademark.com

C1-8

TourTalk

TourTalk Travel Concierge
TourTalk is a “Live Interpretation and travel concierge platform” travel app operated by
TourTalk Inc., which provides warm and friendly live interpretations and service concierges.
From before departure up until after your journey, we will provide you with assistance for
travel related questions including, food, accommodation, transportation, sight-seeing,
shopping and other assistance.

tourtalk.me/tw

C1-9

ADI OPTICS CO.,LTD

The LED headlight for automobile with H/ L Beam module
ADI LED Motor Vehicle Headlight Lamps
• Light source and lens combination, LED module design was compact. • Hi-Beam mode, the LowBeam constantly bright. • Effectively enhance the road illumination • Bring down 70% Energy
consumption than halogen bulb.

www.adijd.com

C1-10

Techlead Innovation

KIDOBUY
Formore Maker Space integrates domestic and international administration and academic resources,
providing entrepreneurial space, skills, counseling, consulting, resources, funding and design assistance etc.
We provide all round entrepreneurial services and assistant, focusing integrating on Southeast Asia market,
and provide Southeast Asian entrepreneurship counseling and product pre-testing and other services. An
excellent choice for entrepreneur going into Southeast Asia market.

www.formore-maker.com

C1-11

mTerrace Inc.

m TERRACE

Enterprise Resource Planning Web
The new generation of manufacturing execution systems works with mobile application and more
mobile devices assistance.

www.mterrace.com.tw
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Consumer & Commerce
C1-12

TW568.COM

TW568.COM
Cross-border logistics system, customs clearance system, express delivery system.

tw568.com

C1-13

Camel International

Griffin Emblem Automatic Watch
Camel International is a cross-international trade company. Major in invest Europe luxury brand and
help it develop Asia market. Our main product is Griffin emblem from France, we have sold over
10,000,000 TWD in Taiwan market from startup. We plan use cross-border e-commerce to sell other
Asia market.

www.griffinemblem.com.tw

C1-14

WANWAN ELECTRONIC
BUSINESS Co.,Ltd

WAN-PAY mobile payment
WAN-Pay's QR code-powered platform is expected to boost mobile payments in Taiwan, because
of the system's ease of use for small retailers. The consumer who consume by wan-pay, instead of
paying cash. For the retailers, they don't need to buy additional hardware like a POS machine. They
only need to provide a QR code which can be scanned to complete a transaction.

www.wan-pay.com

C1-15

Strategy Digital Service Ltd

Personal Security Management Import System and Verification
International Standard Consultancy Service / ISO27001, ISO20000 and PIMS Import Certification
Consultancy Services; Information Security Technology Testing / Weakness Scanning, Penetration
Testing, Information security Detection and Financial Institution Compliance Testing.

sdsgservice.blogspot.com

C1-16

Travel Skope Pte. Ltd

All-in One OTA Solution
All-in-One OTA Solution offers the total solution of what an Online Travel Agency (OTA) business
needs, including software infrastructure, supplier connections, and needed operation knowledge for
a company to expand business in establishing its own OTA.

www.travelskope.com/

C1-17

Ingshared Inc.

YAPAY8
YAPAY8 is Taiwan's biggest cross-border sponsored matching platform for internet celebrities in
Southeast Asia. Catering to the sponsored matching needs for Taiwan's retailers or SMEs, this ideal and
efficient cross-border matching platform is provided. It enables users to easily and accurately discover
the demand and supply for sponsored matching, thus creating cooperation opportunities for Taiwanese
business owners and Southeast Asian internet celebrities, snatching world-class business possibilities.

yapay8.com

C1-18

Lien Yue Tech.

3D printer & 3D models
We provide 3D printing total solutions, include selling 3D printers & 3D scanners,
assistant 3D printing models.

lienyue.com.tw

C1-19

Modular headphones

Heartcraft

Providing high cp value and innovative audio products as well as large and small amount headset OEM.
Technology (part of):
1. Modular headphone technology
2. Control the tri-band technology with cavity design
3. Cavity material and metal plating tone color adjustment technology
4. Solder tone adjustment technology

heartcrafttew.wordpress.com

C1-20

Jioke Creative Marketing

Creative integrated marketing of key opinion leader
Creative integrated marketing of key opinion leader, Toy design and production, Brand marketing.

www.facebook.com/twjioke

C1-21

SHUN,CAN

Moxibustion foot massage machine
The moxibustion foot massage machine is also called a rolling foot massage machine. There are 3 rollers on the
foot massage machine, and the moxibustion strip can be placed inside the roller. Place the foot on the rolling foot
massage machine to move the sole of the foot, while massaging the sole of the foot, while moxiving the sole of
the foot, while exercising the body. Achieve massage, warm moxibustion, exercise and other effects.

www.666.taipei
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C2-1

Showow

SHOWOW
Showow is the first free trade commercial performance marketing platform. We provide varieties of
performances to costumers and referral costumers to performers. We create a simple and convenient
online system to both buyers and sellers. Working hard on built a borderless performances marketing
platform for everyone whom needed, and make everything easier, faster and more fun!

www.showow.com.tw

C2-2

Migo
Digital Marketing Co., Ltd

FBbuy +1 EC system
Customers can only leave message “+1” on posts or live streams to make orders.

store.fbbuy.com.tw

C2-3

Green Spotlight Digital., Ltd

GreenSys
Green Spotlight supports second-hand machine and parts sales, such as HP, IBM, Dell and Lenovo
etc. Also provide business level equipment maintenance and database building. Now, we are
developing “GreenSys” for monitor equipment.

www.sysoss.com/portal/index.php

C2-4

GHS Advanced Inc.

Home Angel
Home Angel, as a Taiwan sharing-economy platform, that offers homecare service at every urgent need
of the elders, from the smartphone, whenever they are in aging related weakness or sickness at home.
Home Angel promises the elders, to get the professional contractual and temporary-work services of
active homecare givers, to obtain the best quality of their homelife as possible as they could.

ghsha.com

C2-5

Vision Feast
International Co., Ltd.

Total Solutions of Fashion Cosmetic Lens Chains Stores
Fashion Cosmetic Lens Chains with AR wearing system which not only can expand the sales and
chains stores in lowest cost but also can be the communication bridge between the end-users and
brands to help brands marketing more precisely.

www.vision-feast.com / www.ime2beauty.com

C2-6

Diornale

InLIFE
Use Chat AR interactive communication mode to create freshness, use value and message
information exposure to increase social interaction. Online and offline service types can more
accurately collect demand information in life, and gradually provide more clear service content.

www.inlifecreate.com

C2-7

Lalalocker

Lalalocker
Lalalocker helps you enjoy every moment of your trip! We have cooperated with stores that
have unused space. Anytime during their business hours, you can drop your luggage there
whenever it’s bothering you. Drop it and start a hands-free journey!

www.lalalocker.com

C2-8

Duck Design Inc.

Ideal items for your corporate gifts
Ideal items for your corporate gifts －
USB Flash Pen, Promotion Pen, Rubik's Promotion,Wireless Charger,
2019 Calendar, customixed notebook, Office Blocks Set.

www.promogift.com.tw/pd_rubiks.htm

C2-9

Cheng Che
Technology Co., Ltd.

Buy+1 Social Groups Integrated Order System
Buy+1 is a multiple order system that links online shopping websites, linking Facebook and LINE message, +1
message method to automatically form an order.Effectively shortens the time for sellers to record orders, and
greatly simplifies the seller management process. It also includes a shopping system function.The system can
manage orders of Facebook groups Facebook pages and platform orders of LINE and LINE@ living circles.

www.buyplus1.com.tw

C2-10

HowSense Creative Co., Ltd

Nidin! Cloud Ordering Service
HowSense(Nidin) provides a professional catering O2O cloud solution. Helping the enterprise to
provide advanced cloud services, and efficiently use the “cloud ordering service” to integrate online
and offline ordering data. We also provide a complete industrial cloud services, including: Members
cloud, Marketing cloud, Payment cloud, Analysis cloud. HowSense have all you need on food ordering!

order.nidin.shop

C2-11

Taiwan Nano Filter
Tech Co., Ltd.

NOSECOMM All-in-one nasal mask
An innovative solution to prevent inhaling PM2.5;Pollen and dust into your body and cause irreversible effect! Nosecomm
Nasal mask provide outstanding features below:
100% seal guarantee, cubic filter design lead to lowest breathing resistance, invisible design let you keep low profile, low
cost as reusable, green product as producing much less waste, interactive vending machine make everyone easy to
access. Finally, breathing fresh air is the key to healthy and Nosecomm can be your protector wherever you go and stay!

www.nosecomm.url.tw/info.html
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consumer
Consumer & commerce
Commerce
C2-12

Yored Corp.

Rapidoffice
“Rapidoffice BUY” (Ibuy99 and JPMarkets): through our sites access to a huge number of suppliers in China and
Japan in your language, also to those that only sell locally. We manage billing, logistics and cross-border shipping.
“Rapidoffice PRO” sell your products in China and Japan. Have a virtual office and choose different packs that we
can adapt to your needs (office services, hotline and translation, sales, marketing, representation and more.

tw.ibuy99.com

C2-13

FULLINN PMS

Fullinn PMS ( Fullinn propery manaagement system)
With practical experience in the field of b&b management, Fullinn CEO assembles outstanding
technical team with advanced technology, designing a Property Management System suitable for
b&b and hotel owners. We provide clients with intuitive interface, online reservation page (Booking
Engine), payment gateway, channel management, basic operating reports, and even marketing
solutions such as blogger programs and advertising programs.

C2-14

Angle International
Marketing

room.fullinn.tw

Excellent talent of ANGLE / Talent agent
Talent Agent improve the environment of profession, provide agency service for talents.We hope talents in
Taiwan, no matter athletics, artists or experts. They can stay and contribute their professional knowledge,
attitude or plans of dream to the society by using creative marketing. Currently, there are Ironman athlete /
Sam Hsieh, Go King / Chou Chun Hsun, the founder of environmental group / Yi Lin etc.

www.angle-taiwan.com

C2-15

Pagamini

TMP Targeting-Message Platform
TSP provides a simplicity and multi-channel exposure advertising platform for any user with advertising
needs. Also uses “TSP exclusive algorithm” to create high-precision traffic for advertising, so that
advertisers only need to provide copywriting and image material once. To advertising on Facebook,
Instagram, Google AdWords, Email, SMS, LINE@...and other channels. The rest of complicated settings
will completed by TSP. Creating a new opportunity for you to have high exposure and conversion rate.

C2-16

By The Way

www.paganiniplus.com/zh

Taiwan Delicacy / Food delivery
Bytheway delivery of your favourite food online.
No matter how far the restaurant is.

www.bytheway.com.tw

C2-17

Xinosys Co., Ltd.

Patisco
Patisco is the ONLY e-commerce tool that meets the needs of B2B businesses. It combines online
catalogs, shopping carts, and messaging services; which make them easy to manage various
customers to browse different products, at different terms and prices. In turn, companies can
conduct customization and order inquiries without getting offline.

www.patisco.com

C2-18

Bandin

Bandin_Custom-made for Beauty & Health
Bandin is a customized platform for Beauty & Health products. It integrates dozens of advanced
R&D and established manufacturers, gathers hundreds of beauty influencers and KOL, collaborates
with the consumers to develop the most user-friendly & more affordable Custom-made Beauty &
Health products with less-consumed but more resilient ecosystem.

www.taiwanoriginal.com

C3-1

Seedln

Seedin - finance platform
Seedin is an international finance platform for online wealth management. From July 2014 to now,
we matched 230 million NTD and made over 11 million profit for investors.

www.newunion.tw

C3-2

Elisonwork

Elisonwork Co-working Space
“An entrance to opportunities” We believe that office is not only a space but an entrance to opportunities.
elisonwork co-working space was an extensive co-working space launched in 2018 for the entrepreneurs
and startups group.The main idea is to provide a comfortable and friendly co-working environment.
We are also looking forward to benefiting all the partners by providing the best service and creating a
balanced working atmosphere. We hope our partners can realize their dreams here at elisonwork.

www.elisonwork.com

C3-3

Socialive, Inc.

Socialive
Socialive is the leading Live production platform to seamlessly create, manage, and broadcast proquality Live experiences across multiple channels to engage with social viewers more frequently
and authentically.With our proprietary software and proficient support, Socialive enable brands,
agencies, and marketers the unrivaled arsenal to raise the bar for the businesses we empower.

www.socialive.us

C3-4

BizWitcher

M&A and Business for Sale
BizWitcher provides an innovative, safe and reliable service of Mergers and Acquisitions. Increasing
efficiency and liquidity to transactions while reducing costs and risks for all parties involved.

www.bizwitcher.com

C3-5

Airway Co.,Ltd

Nasoclean-Organic Herbal Washing Salt
Our company makes the best choice of several natural herbal materials and takes those extracts
and salt into integration to form herbal salt for nasal irrigation though special patent technique.
Utilizing our product for cleaning nose can make nasal to pharyngeal route much comfortable and
the herbal nature of fragrance and sweet can improve users' acceptance.

www.airway.vip
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CX-1
Intelligence Business Startup Pavilion
In order to discover and help the new talents in entrepreneurship,
Department of Commerce, Misistry Of Economic Affairs introduces
the Asia Silicon Valley Intellenctral Commercial Service Application
Project that offers the training for selected 10 groups. The
showcase will demonstrate how the new talent with the help from
the government shapes new environment for innovation service
industry.

1

MyProGuide

MyProGuide is an online platform for travelers and travel agencies to find
suitable, licensed, and multilingual tour guides. We collect qualified tour
guides around the world and help them build self-branding page. This
is not only a new way for tour guides to create their career, but also for
travelers to customize and arrange whatever and whenever to go!

2

Direct Current
Co., Ltd

Direct Current Co., is founded in 2016 with the aim of providing OMO
( Online- Merge-Offline ) solution. iCarry , the travel shopping service
introduced by Direct Current Co., not only improve shopping experience
for travelers but analyze traveler profile , behavior and shopping path
during trip. It helps store partner optimize marketing strategy and
generate repeat order business.

3

Eunomics Inc.

Eunomics Inc. focuses on algorithm development and programming,
which makes business decisions into automation rule. In application, we
can provide cloud-based services such as customized news information
delivery system, reader feature analysis system, and enterprise resource
management system.

4

GREENBANK
CO., LTD.

GREENBANK Technology, with a strong technical team, master the key
technologies of energy conservation, the main research and development
of green energy and BIG data related technology, development lab in
Hsinchu Science Park, the production of IOT wireless smart switch, have
passed CE / FCC / NCC / BSMI / ROHS certification.

5

Giftpack, Inc.

Giftpack, redefine the next generation of gifting by Ai and Big Data with
heart.

6

Aseal Inc.

Through AotterTrek data analytics platform, Aseal Inc. focuses on big
data applied service.

7

EYEHOUSE
TECHNOLOGY
CO., LTD.

eyehouse devoted to study VR application technology, we built a 360ºVR
platform and develop VRsync core technology to provide a SmartVR
property selling system(SPSS), with this system, agents & buyers can
communicate with each other without any misunderstanding, and syncup with any detailed information regaring proerties. We can support any
real-estate business to innovate their offine working behavior to online
service to fit new generation's requirement.

Touch Cloud

Touch Cloud focus on industry 4.0 and surveillance analytics territory.
We provide the solution for massive and high-dimension numerical
data analytics in automated plants, and also the solution for defect
classification together with Automated Optical Inspection equipment.
Touch Cloud also applies deep learning technology to real-time image
analytics in surveillance applications.
We offer end-to-end solutions from cloud computing infrastructure to
artificial intelligence applications for our enterprise customers.

9

MIND & IDEA FLY
CO., LTD.

Mind & Idea Fly Co. Ltd. (MIFLY), with several award-winning domestic
and international awards, is not only the leading multimedia AR/VR
mobile application software developer but also the only one AR/VR
underlying technology developer in Taiwan. MIFLY have developed
a dozen innovative AR/VR mobile application service module with a
combination of cloud technology, machine learning, big data analysis and
multimedia interaction. Anyone can freely develop AR/VR by our open
platform “MAKAR” and influentially perform in AR industry.

10

FinData Finance
Technology Corp.

FinData Financial Technology Corp. is an investee of Chung-hsin Electric
& Machinery Mfg. Corp.. FinData devotes three differentiated business
models in parking intelligence, consumer finance and automobile
eCommerce. To breed strategies for Internet plus, the parking-based
mobile wallet App iParking has been launched since 2017.

8
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CX-2
TYC Startup Pavilion
12 startup teams and 3 startup hubs are making an outstanding
performance. In order to provide a great environment for
entrepreneurs, Taoyuan City Government uses “Startup @
Taoyuan” as a symbol to show many open resources. This year,
3 startup hubs, led by Taoyuan City Government, are helping the
entrepreneurs in variety industries with the most professional
suggestions and multi-service.

Cheng Jie Technology
Co., Ltd.

Cheng Jie Technology Co., Ltd. was founded by three fathers with preschool
children. In the process of starting up our business, we hope to take the
advantage of the latest technology to provide every child with a happy and
healthy childhood. Therefore, we have invented Witspal, an intelligent pen that
links Internet of Things to prevent children from being nearsighted.

Smart Reality Technology
Co., Ltd

Smart Reality Technology is founded by a group of young people with topnotch technology. With a high degree of enthusiasm and thinking about new
technologies, we devote to spread our innovative ideas to the world. We mainly
develop practical applications of virtual reality, augmented reality, artificial
intelligence and software. We also have many experiences working with large
companies, governments and schools.

Mimir Robotics
Education Center

The only national use of international education papers specification planning
courses. A combination of master's and doctoral degrees in Mechanical, Electrical
Engineering, Programming, and Education. Prepare a systematic course from
kindergarten to university and society, including Mechanics, Programs, Electronic
Circuits, 3D Printing, Laser Cutting, Maker and Industrial Robots!

4

Mzdesign

Focusing on Ads for real estates and founded department of AR/VR/AI in 2016.
Case/Client: Real estates in Taoyuan City, Taipei City, New Taipei City.

5

Dapp Pocket Inc.

We are a team of engineers from Taiwan. We started the research of Blockchain
technology during our time in NTU CSIE and also contributed in Blockchain
startups. We all love to use Dapp(Decentalized App) and Blockchain technology.

6

STAREK Scientific Co.Ltd.

The co-founders of SCIKET are dedicated to improving the efficiency of
scientific purchasing process from their own experience. In the future, our team
will launch more convenient services for scientific researchers. Our goal is
"Make Science Efficient"!

7

ENVIRO IDEA CO.,LTD.

B Corp & social enterprise orientation, hoping to promote an environmentally
friendly attitude towards life and design quality of life.

8

S.L.Pear Co., Ltd

S.L.Pear Co., Ltd began to raise funds for the “selling big pears to save the small
school” on the fundraising platform. First, the fruit was sent to the inspection to
establish fruit quality and supply chain, network and physical sales channels,
create issues, etc., to ensure the income of local small farmers. In the way
of social enterprise, we will unite the community to protect the children's
opportunities for education and community development.

9

QI-KANG HEALTH
MANAGEMENT CO,. LTD

QI-KANG HEALTH MANAGEMENT CO,. LTD, the first company to provide
cleaning services in Taiwan. This cleaning technology has been developed
in Japan for decades, the purpose is to clean the water pipes in the dirty and
bacteria. QI-KANG cleaning water pipes continue to develop water pipes
technology and actively promote the importance of cleaning water pipes in
Taiwan, so that people drink good water with water.

10

Sapiens Tec. Co, LTD.

Sapiens Technology has been focusing on the inventing idea of ""increasing
sharing economy values by intelligent vehicles"".
Sapiens technology developmment of IoT-relevant techniques and clound
computing , it focuses on the development of electric scooters manufacturing
and supply chain.The intellignet traffic sharing management platform can fulfill
benefit sharing and establishing sustainable value.

11

Micro PC

Micro PC focus on solving plastic pollution, and we have machine to clean tiny
plastic microbeads from the ocean, river, harbor. We also help clients to design
recycle plastic machine to achieve the CSR and sustainability goal. Save ocean,
save next generation, We invite you to join the sustainability work with us.

All Aspect System

The All Aspect System (AAS) has derived several Open Source drone projects,
including Paparazzi UAV and Ardupilot. As the original development team, AAS
team has a deep understanding of the source code in drone. Currently, the
system is capable of controlling multiple types of vehicles (including ground, air,
above and under water) and is equipped with software encryption so that even
if the system is seized by others, without our software, the other party will not
be able to access the system (including using a wired connection). AAS is still
working towards the application and commercialization of unmanned vehicles to
this day.

TYCommander

TYCommander is founded by Department of Youth Affairs,Taoyuan, which is the
first youth start-up hub with co-working and maker space in Taoyuan.It helps
entrepreneurs develop their ideas into business, and strengthen the connection
with market by providing working spaces, international resources and partners,
and professional consultant.

14

Hsinming Youth Hub

The Hsinming Youth Hub is the third base which founded by the Government
of Taoyuan City. Our goals are to build a base for developing the artificial
intelligence and smart robots industry. We offer entrepreneur various services,
including ample spaces for working, youth entrepreneurial guidance and
abundant software and hardwore equipment.

15

Andong Youth Start-up Hub

Andong Youth Start-up Hub is the space for the youth to start a business on
ICT industry along with the application of AR, VR and MR. Besides, this is the
comprehensive eco-system of youth start-up space integrating all resources,
including linking the technology of global leading companies.

1
2
3

12

13

Mimir
覓謎爾
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tomorrow's Technology
T1-1

CLEAN DEVELOPMENT
MECHANISM WISDOM, LTD

Energy Saving Street and Industrial lights
Clean Development Mechanism Wisdom, Ltd. has been dedicated to researching energy-saving,
carbon-reducing ,and environmental protection products that do not harm animals and plants.
Currently, our products are energy-saving street and industrial lights, T5 energy-saving fluorescent
lamps and CCFL bulbs with good wavelength distribution that are not harmful to our eyes. We also
manufacturer full-spectrum plant lights are used in new aquaponics.

www.cdm-wisdom.com

T1-2

Ubestream Inc.

Streaming and Texting Solutions by Expert
Ubestream is a startup recommended by the Taipei city government and qualified by the SMEA.
Ubestream focuses on streaming for TMT, and AI chatbot based on knowledge base with big data for
IM and image/visual recognition. UbeStream will launch an interactive IM streaming cloud service,
an OTT/SNS media for streaming expert on demand to client online via a cross-border cloud.

www.ubestream.com

T1-3

Future Sync Int'l Ltd.

X SPACE
Future Sync focuses on finding out the possibilities of new retail, through the global patent "Notify without
an app - Magic Stone", breaking the deadlock that LBS need to download to run. At the same time, Future
Sync use this technology to exchange the idle material with company equivalently, which create the
world's largest cloud warehouse and use our push technology to create the unicorn of shared economic.

www.future-sync.co

T1-4

URSA+ Co., Ltd.

Miner Game
It's a game that share benefits with player. The drop rate and records of the materiel in this game
are fair and transparent.

ursaplus.io

T1-5

Taiwan Tech 3D Co., Ltd.

Smart phone 3D printer
The world first smart phone 3D printer that uses T3D patented light sensitive resin. T3D open source
mobile application provides online gallery and image slicing service etc.

myt3d.com

T1-6

Yu Ying Business Co., Ltd

RDF-5(Refuse Derived Fuel-5)
RDF-5 Our uaw material is bamboo, The characteristics of bamboo are fast grower, environmental
protection carbon offsetting.

lin365415@yahoo.com.tw

T1-7

Global Travel Assistant, Ltd.

Tutorroom
Tutorroom is an Ed-tech SaaS solution specializing in online tutoring management software for
institutes both big and small in U.S./ Japan/ U.K/ France/ Singapore and we offer virtual classroom,
whiteboard, tutor scheduling, international payment systems, full LMS. Cross-platform solutions for
PC & Mobile.

tutorroom.net

T1-8

Dr. Right

Dr. Right - Smart AI Patient Management Software
Dr. Right is a leading physician-patient interaction platform in Taiwan. By using our innovation
software, clinic / hospital owners can consolidate the relationship with patients and upgrade
their personal branding elegantly. Unlike any other marketing approaches, Dr. Right can
literally boost clinic's revenue in essence.

www.howpin.me
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Tomorrow ' s Technology
T1-9

Jia Hui Biotech Limited

GFXTM
Jia Hui Biotech Ltd. focus on the development and application of valuable natural ingredients and
growth factors within platelet-rich-plasmas with patented technologies and precise safety monitoring
methods, providing a multi-dimension care to your health.

www.jiahuiprp.com

T1-10

PAQ

VR Training
By utilizing motion capture systems and virtual reality devices, PAQ is providing better basketball
training environment for both trainers and trainees.

paqno1@gmail.com

T1-11

Prosche Biomed. Co., Ltd

Efficient Herbal Extracts / ODM
Professional product development service of dietary supplement food and cosmetic skin care. Better
value creation of food supplement and cosmetics.

tw.linkedin.com/in/syu-ming-lai-6901a7112

T1-12

Ho Yuan Ocean
Technogy Corporation

Ocean Mechanical , Ocean Eletric power
Ho Yuan Ocean Technology Committed to Ocean mechanical ,Ocean electric power.From Research
and development desian to construct.

www.facebook.com/ 海洋發電世界 -1618485301566300/

T1-13

CreativeEquation

Foldable 3Dprinter & DIY speaker
DEFT strives to create a lightweight device that is extremely maneuverable with the foldable 3DP.
It can be used for storage, flash units, rental and student use. It can be carried on the front pedal
of the motorcycle and designed with fully automatic correction function. The user does not need
additional adjustments and is extremely convenient to use.

www.facebook.com/Deft3DP

T1-14

Soulife Haxing

Coliving Oldhouse
Soulife haxing is mainly rented residential escrow and leased residential charter. By operating the
cohabitation and compound activity space, the old house is preserved; based on the long-term rental
income, it will not bear the huge business pressure of the current cultural and creative Industry. The
service model of soulife haxing provides the occupant's practice of imagining life, and the historical
old houses that are given to non-sightseeing areas are reserved for different possibilities.

www.facebook.com/SoulifeHaxing

T1-15

Accuvally Inc

Accupass
The leading social event hosting in Asia, and a helper for searching information and hosting events
of arts, music, exhibition, speech, and workshops.

www.accupass.com

T2-1

BlockTempo

BlockTempo
BlockTempo is the biggest news media platform focusing on blockchain in Taiwan. We focus on
bringing the latest and the most important information and knowledge to the people. For the good of the
community, we focus on bringing in international resources and information. Held Asia Blockchain Summit
in July, the biggest blockchain summit in Taiwan. We aim to be the bridge between Taiwan and the world.

www.blocktempo.com
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T2-2

Sin Lin
Technology Co., Ltd.

Exer. bed,shaking treadmill / muscle
Xinlin Vibration Energy Hall adopts
1.Horizontal rhythm bed
2.Vibrating treadmill
3.Vibration muscle machine, with active and passive movement function, suitable for people who can't
exercise or lack of exercise, to promote the body to restore health.

www.singlin.com

T2-3

Bened Biomedical Co., Ltd.

InSeed Functional Probiotic Strains
To design and customize diverse probiotic products of various functions.

benedbiomed.com/en/product

T2-4

Yangsen Biotechnology
Co., Ltd.

Chense Medicine Essential Oils
Detection, Product development, OEM, Industry-university cooperative.

www.yangsen.com.tw/tw

T3-1

Glossika | Learn any language anytime, anywhere

Glossika Pte. Ltd.

Learn any language anytime, anywhere! We are a team of linguists and polyglots dedicated to changing the
way people learn foreign languages to fluency through a natural immersion self-training method. Our training
platform launched in October 2017 with over 60 of the most widely spoken languages, each containing
hundreds of hours of fun and engaging content. We have currently grown to over 55, 000 users worldwide.

glossika.com

T3-2

BlockFamily
International Ltd. Co.

BlockTerminal
BlockFamily is the promoter of blockchain innovation in Taiwan. Our mission is to facilitate the
innovative developments of this technology in various applications, such as, FinTech, IoT, Smart
Contract, Smart property, etc. We aim to be the flagship in the emerging markets and provide
sustainable and comprehensive services to our clients.

block.family

T0-1

Galaxy Software
Services Corp.

Vital CRM
Vital CRM is a SaaS for SMEs developed since 2010 and is the only company from Taiwan
chosen by The Gartner CRM Vendor Guide, 2017. In the past 6 years of operation, Vital CRM has
accumulated over 1,000 paid customers in several industries around the world such as retail, import/
export agents and professional service sectors.

www.gsscloud.com

T0-1

Frog-jump
Information Co Ltd.

Frog-jump Information Co.,Ltd.
Frog-jump Information Co., Ltd. is one of top outsourcing companies in Taiwan. In 2016, In order to accelerate the
digital transformation of the enterprise, "GSS Vital CRM" and "I4UWeb" brand e-commerce alliances, in response
to the demand API integration and concatenation, to create an online business, quickly introduce a full-channel
integration solution. Integration services such as the establishment of the image of the official website, shopping
platform, membership system, payment flow & logistics management and other cloud mechanisms.

www.frog-jump.com

T0-2

TaiPay Fintech Inc.

Tokenization, Blockchain, Cloud Service
TaiPay, a Fintech and Information Security Company founded in 2018 and independently developed
tokenization technology.
With our solid technical team and the strong domain knowledge, we constantly develop advanced
security solution, such as : eCommerce Solution (MemberGo), GDPR & PII Security Solution, PCIDSS Solution, Crypto Solution, Data Masking & Login Security, Cross-Department

www.taipay.com.tw

T0-2

TAMedia

TAMedia
TAmedia DMP synthesize a broad range of first party data (telecom, digital content, e-commerce,
demographics) to develop comprehensive profiles to describe and predict both users’ online and
offline behaviors. We help advertisers to generate unique customer insights and expand their
customer reach via our own ad network and in-house DSP.

www.taiwanmobile.com/index.html
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TX-1
Travel Tech Taiwan Pavilion
The Revolution of Tech Tourism Plus+ and
Tech Start-Up
With response to the trend of backpack or solo travel, building a
quality environment and providing new smart services to tourists have
become an important goal for further development of Taiwan’s tourism
industry . In Order to deepen travel experiences with technologies,
Tourism Bureau MOTC will held a data contest called Travel Tech
Taiwan-Tourism Innovation Awards. The goal is to provide travelers
more convenient experience through eitherWEB or APP service

In order to focus on Contest Theme, Tourism Bureau will offer several tools
at stand for contestants, as following:
Contest
Elaboration:

People can consult contest information at stand.

Tool 1:

HERE Technologies, including TRUE CAR, video and professionals at stand.

Tool 2:

Data of Travel spots in Taiwan offered by Tourism Bureau,
people can experience VR at stand.

Tool 3:

Multi language API system for foreign contestants.

Start-Up
Walking Café’:

People can test free drinks with famous travel blogger Louis Liu on
Nov. 16 on site.

“Tourism innovation & Tech Awards” Details of the Million prize money are as
follows → tourtech.taiwan.net.tw/en
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TX-2
SIIR Pavilion
To encourage innovation in the services industry, The Ministry of
Economic affairs offers grants and subsudies for businesses to
invest in research and development. In addition, the Ministry also
provides resources for expertise, inter-business relationships and
promotion for marketing. This helps expedite the process of making
new concepts into realities, and establishes the ministry as the best
supporting partner in helping innovative businesses build a better
society.

PILEUP LIFE CO., LTD.

PileUp Life has a sophisticated background in industrial design and
furniture manufacturing. In other words, providing a total solution from
design to final product. PileUp Life is specializing in modular design
system for reaching the goal of sustainability. By integrating upstream and
downstream supply chain, PileUp Life is becoming the new and innovative
role in design field in Taiwan.

Dr. Sole Co., Ltd.

Two factors have always made Dr. Sole standing out from others: a
family-owned rubber sole factory with over 30 years of experiences in
the industry and a team composed of skillful artisans who are dedicated
themselves to passing down the traditional shoe-making craftsmanship.
For the past years, we've been known worldwide by repairing thousands
of vintage shoes and work boots with the finest rubber soles in the market.
We have cultivated ourselves to delivering the message of repairing
things instead of buying new ones.

3

JOURNEY MAKER LTD

Journey Kaffe is a lifestyle facilitating company that continues to focus
on the individuals of the new era (in any age), focusing on creating a
supportive third place and F&B service for the lifestyles they lead. We are
committed to enabling more people to actively create and enjoy the daily
life they yearn for.

4

TSA INTERNATIONAL
DEVELOPMENT CO., LTD.

Fruitpay has founded for 5 years. We deliver fruits directly from country of
origins to users as soon as possible after receving orders. Fruitpay allows
users to save time and have a more convenient life.

5

TAIWAN PRESSPLAY INC.

PressPlay focuses on empowering and connecting new generationcentered culture and subcription based content to the media industry.
Our team is dedicated to create original and valuable content, and to
encourage creative minds in a variety of aspects, including content
strategy, production, and endorsement.
PressPlay is determined to enhance the influencer marketing in Taiwan.
We help connect creators with their audiences, taking into account of
individual creativity, social influence, and content monetization. We aim to
be the most solid support for social media talents of our next generation.

6

CDP Cloud Service
Co., LTD

CDP Cloud Service is a company of National Development Fund
investment. Main service is Base on Cultural and Printing industry,
Provide Cloud Service Support industry and Personal.

7

B.House Inc.

Make yourself at home!
It’s a simple sentence for threat the friends at home in Taiwan. We hope
everyone can be relax in our space. We offer you the best home furniture
treatment to help you have a lovely rooms or home. We care what you
need, we create what you want.

8

Gogocao Redhorsego International

Gogocao is a Taiwan transportation network Platform.
We provide a unique compensation system for drivers,
Hope they can work in a more reasonable time and improve their income
as well.
We also wish to bring their life a positive change for Taiwan Economy.

USPACE Tech Co, Ltd.

USAPCE is dedicated to the development of parking spaces sharing
platform, you can share and use the private car park by connecting our
IoT-device through the USPAC App. 5.

Light Fitness Taiwan
Co,Ltd

"Light Fitness is a female exclusive sports center, first opened in early
2013 and has developed to 8 branches.
Service in Light Fitness is more friendly than others. Our service is not
contract based.
It’s pressure-free gym designed for women. We think about how to
combine fitness speciality, customer care and passion to help those who
love exercise. We offer personal training and group fitness programs for
our members. We became hot choice of celebrities and media."

1

2

R E D H O R S E G O

9

10
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TX-3
Tainan Innovation and Creativity Plan Pavilion (Starup Tainan)
Cultural legacies and traditional industries in Tainan have enriched
the local society. Since 2016, Tainan City Government initiates an
innovation and creativity program with a contest. It mentors all kinds
of startup ideas to build in Tainan and support diverse innovative
practices.

1

Bcount

Bcount is a Taiwanese startup team specialized in developing an automatic platform, Bcount
Rapid Bacterial Counter. Our missions always satisfy the unmet needs in various potential
markets, involving fermentation industry, biomedical diagnostics, food safety, and bio-economy.

2

Upcycled
Fashion

Upcycled Fashion was founded by the students of Arts Administration of Shu-Te University. The
brand combines the idea of "Art Management" , "social enterprise", "recycling economy" and
"Innovation and entrepreneurship" together. To solve the enviromental problem caused by fast
fashion, Upcycled Fashion try to find the best solution.

3

Charco

Our team members have much experience of material and product design. We develop kinds of
eco-straw and relevant products. By building-up recycle and regeneration chain of straw waste,
we fabricate and supply industrial ingredient, bamboo charcoal powder of different mesh and
chitosan filter application. According to our product design, plan of recycle and regeneration, we
supply not only good quality and price product but fully protect environment by eliminating waste
to achieve truly green world.

4

Wishar

To improve the user experience of public Wi-Fi , get rid of the established impression that public
Wi-Fi is too complicated to use , and let everyone can more simple and easier to use public WiFi , Wishar team interviewed many users and develop the “auto login” , “offline map” feature for
public Wi-Fi user, we hope to bring better public Wi-Fi user experience to everyone by Wishar.

5

Mili Culture
Creative Co., Ltd.

Composed of visual communication design students, the company exhibits a creative smartphone
loudspeaker without electricity requirements. Made of ceramics and wood, it optimizes and
amplifies sound effects with material resonance and physical features.

6

WILLPOWER
Co., Ltd.

WILLPOWER Co., Ltd. focus on Electric vehicle recharging projects. We began in 2015 and
were formally established in 2016. Our products : Smart Statiom™, It can charge 6 e-Scooter or
e-Bike at the same time. It's currently the smallest product on the market.

7

Yu Gung Yu Tsai
Studio

This team is focus on Aquaponics and combine with IoT technique, utilize the Rasberry Pi and
Arduino sensor to apply them at aquaponics farm.

8

Miwango

Four EMBA students from National Cheng Kung University are committed to processed products
with mangoes. Current products include mango chocolates, pâte de mangos, and citron tea.

9

Hailuo Business
Technology
Enterprise

Hailue offers hardware/software integrated services to minimize development costs for
customers. It currently provides LINEbot service to deliver traffic and event information on
campus. It also delivers temperature, humidity and air pollution indicators in real time.

10

TWCL

We love Taiwan and feel that one day we have to do something for the society. Solving the
problem of drunk driving has become the theme. It can not only improve Taiwan's drinking
culture, but also create a happy enterprise. However, every time we let consumers use our
services, we can avoid it. A drunk driving took place, reducing the breakdown of two families, so
we stood here.

11

A-Chung
Ecological Farm

The company operates under the "CSA cycle three-dimensional agriculture" innovation, CSA
(Community Supported Agriculture). Run farms with circular farming techniques, sell directly to
the end consumers through online community FB, LINE direct sales, skip the market and draw
profits, and return the profits to the farmer. The main products are “baby corn , fruit corn”.

12

Trillion-Sr
International
Corporation

Founded in 2017, Trillion-Sr is committed to system integration and automated industrial
monitoring. Main services include vibration analysis, mechanical bearing diagnosis, and
embedded cloud system design. It will continue to focus on industrial automation and automated
diagnosis to ensure a smart and safe workplace.

13

Gcxherbs
Co.LTD

Coached by the Taiwan Industrial Technology Research Institute (ITRI).
Advocates ""Skin Prevention Medicine"" and uses the ""Chinese Medicine Functional Analysis""
to find the biological material ""BX-10"" that replaces chemical raw materials.
""BX-10"" is a whole plant complex biofunctional extraction.
Avoid ""unpredictable health risks"" of chemical raw materials.
Avoid environmental pollution and accumulation of environmental hormones.

14

Wisdesign Tech
Inc.

Wisedesign Tech has transformed neighborhoods and streets in Tainan. Through digital
techniques, it identifies local values with associations and government in markets. It responds to
market needs by integrating culture and technology in digital archives and applications.

15

Ba-Wang-Chun
Ltd.

The team extracts functional microorganisms from oolong tea leaves, and adds into various
teas in Taiwan. This process increases nutritional values and health effects in tea to maximize
economic benefits.

16

Kabua Farm

Kabua Farm is to the sixth generation of agriculture products Tainan local industry.Their fruits
and vegetables are planted in accordance with the laws of natural ecology.Not only to maintain
soil and ecosystems,but also take into account human health and food safety.They hope to
make the brand such as the spirit of enthusiasm continue to bloom like flowers blooming like a
piece of brocade.

17

WinWin

WinWin welcomes startups with smart agriculture, digital industry and community development
ideas. It offers mentorships and incubation services with free seminars, workshops, hackathons,
pitchings and events. It introduces venture capitals, counsels, financial services, marketing
teams, and technical development resources.
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TX-4
StartUP@Taipei Pavilion
"StartUP@Taipei Pavilion" was established in 2015 by
Taipei City Government and aims to help innovative
entrepreneurs fulfill their dreams and start the business in
Taipei. To broaden entrepreneurs’ horizon and enhance
international cooperation, the government holds an
exposition "2018 Meet Taipei Startup Festival" in which 40
startup teams from "StartUP@Taipei" project will be divided
into 4 domains, including Innovation & Technology, Lifestyle
& Commerce, Digi tech & Entertainment, Biotechnology
& Medical, and demonstrate their products and services.
Through the exposition, visitors can not only experience the
diverse innovation immediately but also have a chance to
know the startup trend and achievements in Taipei.

Tiannli Ltd. Co.

1
2
3
4

Lifestyle
&
Commerce

Space4car co., Ltd.
Blueseeds Co., Ltd.
SIMPower Co., Ltd

5

Taiwan Wowhouse , Ltd.

6

Airtree Inc.

7
8
9

Innovative
&
Technology

Astro Technology Company
KitchBot Corp.
DOT COOK CO., LTD

10

3Egreen technology Inc.

11

Aibeibi Technology Co., Ltd.

12
13
14

Digi tech
&
Entertainment

Play With Us Design, Co., Ltd.
buho Interactive Entertainment Co., Ltd.
Wise Path Co., Ltd.

15

Taptot Ltd.

16

Soteria Biotech Co., Ltd.

17
18
19
20

Biotechnology
&
Medical

Instant NanoBiosensors Co., Ltd
Advanced Biomedical Materials Taiwan, Ltd.
U Hydrogen Technologies Co., Ltd
Biotegy Corporation Ltd
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AI & Big Data
A1-1

Stream Lab

Consumer Data Ecosystem
The "Consumer Data Ecosystem" solution developed by Stream Lab integrates consumer behavioral
data to build behavioral models. These models then allow businesses to reach their potential
consumers using only the most effective methods, through only the best channels and only at the
best time, generating revenue through the most relevant data.

www.sstrm.net/

A1-2

Rosetta.ai

Rosetta.ai
Rosetta.ai provides recommendation engine SaaS for e-commerce companies to frictionlessly adopt
high-performance recommender systems and improve the entire shopping flow with the state-of-theart deep learning-based models dedicated for various shopping scenarios.

www.rosetta.ai

A1-3

SOLAR ENERGY CO. LTD

Face Recognition based Door Access Control System
Software and Hardware System Integration for Artificial Intelligence based Face and Vehicle Plate
Recognition.

www.ruiups.twmail.net

A1-4

LUDO

LUDO Online Course AI Assistant
Determined to increase efficiency for teachers, we offer a self-adjusting AI system , assist in management
of student performance, and provide a wide array of services as product sales assistants. Our services
involve fields of knowledge such as work motivation, health and fitness, nutrition, reading, and traditional
culture, with remarkable teachers who are specialists in the respective subject, and who possess
experience regarding online courses with audiences of over 5,000 people.

intro.ludonow.com

A1-5

AI4quant

AI system integration and consulting
We provide AI solution to enterprises who need AI. We will work together to improve company
internal process flow. By leveraging AI, we will lower down the operating cost, minimize mistakes,
improve quality, and improve efficiency. We help integrate AI system into companies.

ai4quant.com

A1-6

BluePlanet Technology

THOUGHTS / CHOOSE
Blueplanet Inc. started its business with National Digital Archives projects and now has committed itself
to media analytics. Based on machine learning techniques, we develop automatic text/data-mining and
contextual analysis technologies for Chinese content.
Our main products:
THOUGHTS: Smart Chinese Contextual Analysis, which can analyze massive Chinese document, find out
the key information of the content.
CHOOSE: Media Monitoring Platform, is a brilliant data visualization tool, which helps users collating
Chinese content of media/social networks and monitor the market evaluation."

A1-7

PHA8

www.blueplanet.com.tw

PHA8
House Search Engine / Blockchain Equity Trading / Artificial Intelligence Finding House / Online
Housing Trading

www.pha8.com

A1-8

CATCATMED

Customized Pet Dietary & Nutritional Solutions
CatCatMed is a Taiwanese-based startup that produces subscription-based pet foods that are specifically
tailored to each dog and cat’s needs. Collectively, with a team of vets, nutritionists, and engineering
professions, CatCatMed analyzes which pet food product currently on the market best suits each individual
pet’s needs, produces customized serving sizes, and provides complete dietary and health tracking data.

catcatmed.com.tw

A1-9

EmoRec Co. Ltd.

Smart Infant Crying Recognition Technology
The Smart Infant Crying Recognition Technology developers took into consideration cry pitch and tones
to help them make an educated guess of why the baby is crying, either out of hunger, being tired, in
pain or needs a diaper change. The clinical recognition accuracy of this product is up to 92%, 85.4%,
83.8%, and 77% for infants born within 2 weeks, 1 month, 2 months, and 4 months, respectively.

emorec.com.tw

A1-10

SocialWifi

Marketing Intelligence Solution
Our company provide a service utilizing Wi-Fi technologies to capture visitor data to:
1. Build fan page followers
2. Auto check in
3. Auto marketing services including: thank you mail, happy birthday cards, season greetings and etc....

www.socialwifi.com.tw/

A2-1

aetherAI

Medical Image AI Development Platform
aetherAI is a medical image AI development platform, especially in pathology. Let every hospital
can build their own medical image AI model.With variety of medical image annotation tools including
radiology DCM and digital pathology WSI images. Seamless from labeled data to Neural Network
training and inferencing. To realize medical imaging AI development based on deep learning

aetherai.com
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A2-2

R.T. Digital Co. Ltd.

GoWiFi DMP and reservation planform
Gowifi provides travelers convenient Internet access services. By simply renting their wifi router,
travelers can conveniently enjoy the world’s 136 international Internet access services. Gowifi also
integrates passengers’ data and travel information to provide tailored recommendations for tourism
products and related peripherals, with the eventual aim of creating a cross-border advertising
marketing platform. Until now, they have served roughly 40,000 travelers monthly.

www.gowifi.com.tw

A2-3

Tosee

Big Data
Big Data Semantic Analysis / Software Project Development / Financial Turing System / Ohmyfood
Turing System

www.tosee.asia

A2-4

WASAI Technology

Powering FPGA for Big Data / DNA Sequence
WASAI solutions, including Hadoop / Spark systems for big data field, and BWA acceleration for
biomedical field.Speed. Overall processing is speeded up to 3x-6x with our cutting-edge architecture.
"Customized. WASAI’s bespoke solutions meet data center’s need in various fields to sustain and
grow the business in an efficient way."Cost Effective. WASAI accelerator solutions come with best
efficiency of power consumption. This saves total-cost-of-ownership(TCO) of data center.

wasaitech.com

A2-5

Anfu Solutions Inc.

HOUSE+
House+ is our first commercial platform created to bring transparent housing prices and details to
enhance the efficiency and equality of Taiwan’s housing market. Besides, we establish real estate
automated valuation model and automated underwriting system to boost efficiency and portfolio
management capability of Taiwan government and finance industry.

www.houseplus.tw

A2-6

WFLY FINTECH Co., Ltd

WFLY-InsurCARD Your Smart Insurance Steward
InsurTech Plus IOT Smart Home Services
For example, based on everyone’s traveling habits and living area, family structure and job, InsurCARD
can analyze precisely and automatically suggests the travel accident insurance. After health examination,
InsurCARD offer potential health risk, along with prevention advice and risk management.
Through intelligent life, we can make use of data in more valuable and precise way and suggest ideal
product and solutions.

www.wfly.io

A3-1

Solmate

Adman
Solmate is a new OOH media solution. By utilizing IoT, Adman helps advertisers and field operators
to do precision marketing. We collect data while interacting with customers through innovative
contents. The shopping guide function achieves O2O integrated marketing and creates a new
business model in the market.

solmate.cc

A3-2

How Investech Inc.

Howinvest-SmartGo
Howinvest specialize on mutual fund to deliver efficient and effortless investment experiences for investors.We creating
a new financial ecosystem using a variety of innovative technologies to provide new and better financial services. By
accessing the digital platform, investors will be able to get an exclusive investment portfolio created by A.I. algorithms.
Meanwhile, they can assess low cost of transaction by leveraging our blockchain technology. Finally, advanced
mechanisms have been adapted to monitor portfolios constantly and provide post-investment management services.

howinvest.com

A3-3

Awoo Bros. Internet Inc.

awoo AI Growth Hacking Tool
Awoo, the leading SEO brand in Taiwan, has over 12 years of industry experience and serviced
more than 600 companies. By leveraging both artificial experience and search engine expertise,
awoo built its Marketing AI to help businesses growth hack their traffics. With over 12,000 corporate
users and partnership from Google and HubSpot, awoo has entered the Japan market with the aim
of building a world-class Marketing Automation AI company.

awoo.org

A3-4

GoSky AI Digital Marketing

Chatbot & Online Advertising
GoSky AI Digital Marketing are a digital marketing team that helps companies to target and reach
their desired audiences around the world.
● Design and build Artificial Intelligence (AI) chatbots
● Create marketing strategy

gosky.ca

A0-1

FarBar

Digital Signage Display
FarBar is a PAPAGO company; PAPAGO is a listing company, the stock code is 3632.
We expect to bring more than just a product to our customers, so that you can easily achieve the
maximum benefits you expect. Just ask your ideas and our team will provide the most professional
full-service content.

www.mobilead-inc.com

A0-2

Heimavista Inc.

Fiedora-Selfie Robot
In 2013, I found that there is a need of taking a full-body selfie without holding the camera.
This is a manifestation of a ""narcissistic"" behavior.""Narcissism"" is a big business opportunity.
We named it “Fiedora”, which makes you the center of attention and satisfies your narcissism.

www.fiedora.com
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AX-1
Taipei Exchange & Startup Pavilion
Go Incubation Board for Startup and Acceleration Firms (GISA)
is a equity-based platform for small-sized non-public companies
with innovative ideas. GISA offers counseling and capital raising
functions, and helps small-sized innovative companies to grow.
Taipei exchange invites GISA companies to 2016 Meet Taipei
exhibition to display products and share experiences about how
to start their businesses and how Taipei Exchange assist their
businesses to grow.

Dexatek
Technology Ltd.

Σ, pronounced as Sigma in Greece,represents summation in mathematics.
CASA, represents “home” in Italian. ΣCASA devotes itself to creative thinking,
and to provide a renewed outlook on people’s daily life. We all know that if
we are satisfied with the existing standard of living, it won't be nesessary for
charging, then everything shall remain the same.

Flashaim Inc.

We provide customers with most state-of-the-art digital marketing schemes by
targeting at the small and medium-sized enterprises, and combining with the
all-round network marketing, innovative network e-commerce, international
online cash flow payment, APP development, API interface system and other
service projects.

Intumit INC.

Established in 1999, Intumit, Inc. is the leading artificial intelligence provider
with more than 500 customers in Greater China area, especially in the
financial services industry.
Powered by self-developed core technologies for instance Natural Language
Processing, Text Mining, Information Extraction, Big Data Analytics, Machine
Learning, and Deep Learning.
Intumit’s AI solutions help companies not only extract more value from their
Big Data sources, but intelligently analyze from massive unstructured data.
To maximize your business performance. And more.

4

BXB Electronics
Co., Ltd.

BXB has dedicated to the development of smart conferencing and PA systems
for 27 years. The brand BXB (BEST X BEST) has also greatly expanded to
more than 50 countries. BXB always "takes human beings as the essential"
and "realizes social responsibilities" offering the most suitable solutions to
customers. BXB's products can be extensively applied in educational, AV
message announcement, environmental control, security, and emergency
command fields.

5

Holo Solution Inc.

We are a team with great chemistry. With the boundless enthusiasm of work,
dedication to the profession, and responsibility for customers, we do all our
best to keep producing good products.

6

SensingTEK

SensingTEK is committed to the development and innovation of wireless
network technology, providing a smart living space that is healthy, comfortable
and convenient.

Zoetek Inc.

Zoetek make efforts in coding to improve various physiological signal
algorithms in order to broaden the application areas of our outstanding
wearable devices. Zoetek have got 24 patents from 5 countries and FDA
for Health Monitor, thus we can provide high-accuracy & multi-functional
wearable devices.

1

2

3

7
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Talent Power

2018 Meet Taipei, Taipei Entrepreneurship Center, and
Yourator work on holding career lectures, company
founder conversation, and online joint recruitment
together. We precisely focus on talent power issue.
Let’s hunt the best talent for startup company .

by TEC
Time

10:00-10:20

10:20-10:40

11/15

11/16

THU.

Topic |
Essential Skills for Every Talent
As a Startup Engineer

Topic |
Essential Skills for Every Talent
As a Startup Bussiness person

Speaker | 3drens

Speaker | StyleMap

Topic |
Engineer Commerce Hours of
Recruitment team

Topic |
Engineer Commerce Hours of
Recruitment team

10:40-11:00

11:00-11:20

11:20-11:40

FRI.

Topic |
Engineer Commerce Hours of
Recruitment team

Topic |
TEC X Vertical Accelerator
recruitment orientation

Speaker | Crescendo Lab

Speaker | BRAXX

Speaker | Jia Yu

Topic |
Commerce Hours of
Recruitment team

Topic |
Commerce Hours of Recruitment team

Topic |
Commerce Hours of
Recruitment team

Topic |
must-know of pre-entering the industry
(Panel discussion)
Topic |
Yourator Talent Salon
Method of Startup Recruitment,
speaking about the operation
of employer's brand and
management of startup talent
Speaker |
Yourator Founder
Lydia Chen
Mayo HR Founder
Shi Ping Jian

14:30-15:00

15:30-15:50

Speaker | M1 Marketing

Topic |
must-know of pre-entering
the industry Biomedical

13:00-13:15

14:00-14:30

Topic |
Essential Skills
for Every Talent
As a Startup Marketing person

Topic |
must-know of pre-entering
the industry Digital Application

Break

13:30-14:00

SAT.

Break

11:40-13:00

13:15-13:30

11/17

Speaker |
Social Enterprise RepresentativeAZURE STUDIO Azure
B2BRepresentative-3drens
B2CRepresentative-GOGO Furniture
Topic |
Yourator Talent Salon
- Walkthrough of Startup Application,
For New Generation, let's learn the job
applying strategy from HR !
Speaker |
Vpon Data Company Senior HR
Director- Yu Yang Lin
Taiwan Data Engineering Association
Managing Director-Li Wei Yang

Topic |
Yourator Startup Career Cafe
Startup and you, let's talk
about career in face to face
Speaker |
Pinkoi
Dcard
Jun Yi Academy
JUKSY
KRONOS

Break
Topic |
TEC X Vertical Accelerator
recruitment orientation
Speaker | Shi Li
15:50-16:10
Topic |
Talent as a Startup Topic

15:50-17:30

Speaker | G job (app)

Topic |
Beer pitch
Commerce Hours of
Recruitment team

16:10 - 16:30
Topic |
Commerce Hours of
Recruitment team

www.yourator.co/events/MeetTaipei2018
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15:50-16:30
Topic |
Commerce Hours of
Recruitment team

1-1

WeMo Scooter

From the WeMo scooter App you can register, find, rent, activate, and return
scooters completely using your phone. WeMo Scooter is building a better
future by creating a new wave of smart transportation that is sustainable,
economical, and fun. WeMo's fleet of e scooters can be shared by everyday
consumers for a seamless, point-to-point transportation experience.

1-2

Health League

The Health Box is connected to the TV screen of the medical institution to
play, and it regularly updates the content through an audio-visual sharing
platform. Medical staff can select the audio and video content to be played for
each specialty.

1-3

Medjade

Trial and error is the biggest obstacle to the treatment of depression at the
present stage. Medjade developed a novel analysis system with TVGH and
NTU for predicting brain activation for 3 years. It analyzes brain signals before
treatment, and effectively predict the effect of anti-depression treatment.
Through the artificial manipulation of the brain, it can also improve the efficacy
of anti-depression treatment.

1-4

Binflux

The Infans EMR developed by Binflux integrates the data from clinical,
laboratory and administrative workflows of the fertility center and provides
more than 50 functions to optimize the user interface and experience (UI/UX).

1-5

BRAXX

BRAXX Biotech focuses on developing innovative medical device for radiation
therapy with precise positioning. We aim to improve the therapeutic efficacy
and avoid the side effects in traditional brachytherapy procedures. Our
esophageal applicator provides patients a new treatment option.

Crescendo Lab

Crescendo Lab’s BotManager (BM) is a cloud base solution which can
be quickly integrate with different LINE@ and LINE OA accounts within
seconds. BotManager emphasis on user analytics and retargeting messages.
It is able to track users from messaging apps to the websites/APPs and
push retargeting message to the right person at the right time. Generates
approximately 2x CTR and 8 - 20% revenue increase in ecommerce
messaging channel.

3drens

Whether a logistics fleet, scooter rental, or ride sharing, 3drens’platform is
customizable to your needs for improving operational efficiency. From driver
behavior scoring, predictive maintenance, asset utilization, trip optimization
and more, 3drens’ technology helps achieve cost savings and new revenue
generation.

1-6

1-7

Our first product “Lovenuts” is very adorable and appears as a flashlight, it
can only be activated via our app.

1-8

Lovenuts

1-9

Wisp

INTIMACY FOR THE MODERN AGE.
WISP creates connections and opens minds to sensual intimacy.WISP not
only starts conversation, also follow it up with innovation and design.
Alongside Sex Tech industry, we created Sensual Tech to encourage
exploration, experimentation and expression with renewed sexual sensibility.

Episode

Ep is the most beautiful diary & story platform for Chinese and Japan
language. Vertical layout is just like reading a real book. Each page has its
own background, make you feel a good immersion. Illustration or background
music can be embedded in page. Social circles make you feel safe to write
and make friends. Now, you can even issuing your own online-magazine or
writing project.

FlipWeb

FlipWeb is a secured marketplace for buying and selling digital assets through
Blockchain technologies.

DeepWave

Lyratica provide:
Automatic content generation, which let user can use their own music for
playing
Concatenated with Youtube, which provide user a bunch of music to play
Coming up with original stories, music clips, game modes, unique and
customizable background…etc.
A versus mode is also coming up for users to compete with each other!

1-10

Ep 艾比索

說故事平台

episode.cc

1-11

And Lovenuts VR is a female video platform for our user that they can relax
and watch VR video simultaneously. And Lovenuts will be interactive with the
drama.

數位資產仲介

1-12
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1-13

Good Job
Technology Co.

GJ! Good Job!- a good helper for managing manpower
Easily manage your temporary workforce, provide data and visual talent
screening functions, so that you can easily select good talents; attendance
vacation, salary calculation management are automated, and you can grasp
the real-time status of the case at any time. When the Gig Economy is
coming, we are ready for the business.
Linkross is a do-good enterprise that strives to solve existing problems with
innovative, cross-domain applications utilizing cutting-edge technologies. It
has received several major awards since founded.

1-14

1-15

1-16

Linkross

SOOCKER

StyleMap

One of the two co-founders is from the Industrial Technology Institute,
the financial industry and the consulting industry, and one from California
Internet Technology Corporation, with a wealth of work and entrepreneurial
experience. Developed products with smart government, smart life, smart
business, precision public welfare, FinTech.... related solutions.
SOOCKER, a blockchain-driven social e-commerce platform, provides integrated
services including matching, e-commerce, profit sharing and data analytics. To
achieve a win-win cooperation, SOOCKER supports brands to be connected to the
right influencers efficiently and leverages The One Page e-commerce and blockchain
technology to enhance the conversion rate and transaction transparency.
Hairdodo Inc is an innovative start-up, focusing on developing internet services to
increase the value in beauty industry. The company was founded in 2016 and is based
in Taipei Taiwan. The company’s product “StyleMap” is the leading online matching
platform for hairdressing professionals and consumers in Taiwan. By September
2018, the platform had grown to over 400K monthly unique users and over 5K active
hairdressing professionals with 180K of local works. With StyleMap, professionals can
show their works, connect with new and existing clients, and build their own personal
brand and business. Consumers can discover new trends and providers, book
appointments online, and get inspired.
The next step of StyleMap is to develop new business in beauty industry including nails,
facial and outfit. Besides Taiwan, we also target S.E.A, Korea and Japan markets, our
mission is to provide personal total solution for consumers in beauty services.

1-17

Travostyle

Travostyle provides an online tool set, which enables users to analyze their
personal travel styles, take pre-departure notes, plan itineraries, track and manage
spending, sort out photos, and write posts. Our goal is to help users efficiently
organize each trip and connect with like-minded travelers around the world.

1-18

Blay

Blay is born to enhance the travel experience of solo travelers by providing
live flight status notification as well as a channel for fliers flying to the same
destination to link to each other.
BlindTour - a brand new style of traveling.

1-19

1-20

1-21

BlindTour

Foodroute

Tidyman

Travel around Taiwan not knowing what you'll do during the entire tour sounds
a little adventurous? Allow yourself to be surprised - with no itinerary, no guide,
just a book that will tell you where to go next.You will have to travel by yourself
with a well-designed travel book that will guide you to the next stop.
The tour includes Taiwan's special food, secret spots and several stories about
the locals. At the end of the day, you will feel fulfilled, and know more about
Taiwan with this special tour.Want to explore? Come and experience it yourself!
“Foodroute” is a B to B platform, which helps food suppliers and restaurants
connect to each other thru digitized purchasing. We try to improve complicated
procurement procedures and create a one-stop shop platform integrating
all kinds of ingredients. The restaurant owner or chef can use the website
to search for ingredients, make price inquiries, directly message a supplier,
purchase and keep track of your orders. It will shorten the purchasing
procedure to almost 50% and save around 70% on personnel costs.
Life Organizer Platform is dedicated to providing the best life organization service
in Taiwan. Our professional life organizers devote themselves to understanding our
clients' needs, in order to build the most ideal living space for every single individual.
We believe, there is always a better choice for a better life and everyone deserves it.
We hope that, as a pioneer and leading life organization company in Taiwan, we can
bring more changes to our daily lives.
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Keylessok

* Easily: no need to change nor reassemble the door-locks.
* Quickly: only need to set up and attach iLocky on the door-locks, it
only takes about 10 minutes most per door. Let APP become a virtual
housekeeper to provide honor service for each guest.
* Safe: we provide a safer smart lock. We used financial transactions (Token)
technology and AES256Bit encryption mechanism to secure door unlocking.
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OwlTing

Starting from 2010, OwlTing Group is a technology company that build
powerful & simple products focusing on E-Commerce, Map, and Blockchain.
We are here to bring Ethereum-powered Blockchain business solutions to the
global market.
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Azure

To bring back an Azure ocean/automated device for collecting the marine
debris
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Dcard

Dcard is the most popular platform among the youth with a million+ members
and 8 million+ monthly unique visitors. It starts with a single function that
matches members at midnight and each member has only one chance to
spark a relationship. Later on, an anonymous forum feature that enables
members to speak the unspeakable on Dcard. Join us now to be part of the
the next big thing to the world!
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TransferHelper

Serving as the mode of matching up peer to peer, we provide the functions of
cross-border remittance for the bank account and the digital wallet. Adopting
mid-market exchange rate is cost-effective and fair. 24-hour online AI chatbot
service replies the messages in time. Moreover, within only 2 minutes, the
customers can complete their requirement. We’re soon offering the services
in China, Thailand, Vietnam, Indonesia, accomplishing the cross-border
remittance in 30 minutes.
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City News

We are reporters from different occupation, we try to tell great stories in forms
of new media, and we explore the people and things that influence the world.
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Bznk

BZNK’ goal is offering a powerful transferring function from Account
Receivable quickly to cash for all entrepreneurs, to avoid liquidity worsening
in a growing business. Platform of BZNK provides a marketplace where
entrepreneurs are able to sell their Account Receivable in a reasonable price
to numerous individual investors to strengthen their liquidity, and individual
investors are able to invest in a high profitable opportunity given from
entrepreneurs.

1-29

Teafolks TW

Teafolks is a brand new tea sales channel, combining online platform and
offline tea sharing meetups, supporting industry cross border marketing
services. It uses a direct sales franchising model and subscription system, let
the specialty teas rapidly penetrating into EU and US market.
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PUREMILK, the only milk brand in Taiwan founded by a dairy cattle vet,
he has been committed to overturning the unfair trade in the local dairy
industry, in the hope of giving new solutions to the issue of food safety for the
customers.

ilovemilk

The vet team supervises the whole production process in the dairy farm and
emphasizes fair trade with the farms which are well-managed. Thorough
professional veterinary cares, PUREMILK provides high-quality milk with no
ingredient adjustment,

Kuobrothers

E-commerce , including Home & Living daily deal site
Food daily deal site.

BotBonnie

BotBonnie provides one-stop multi-channel Chatbot builder platform for
marketing agencies, brands, medias, and e-commerce business.
Trusted by leading media & advertising agencies, BotBonnie offers indepth Chatbot consultation and marketing strategy planning for the premium
enterprise.

GOGO Furniture

GOGOFurniture is an 9-piece home collection designed to embrace the
concept of change while nourishing the need to feel home. It emphasizes
simplicity, adaptability and portability, keeps functionality and comfort constant
and through all this, it aims to connect. GOGOFurniture is the solution that
brings enhanced quality of life into smaller spaces and provides a portability
perfect for people on the move.

TEC

Taidah Entrepreneurship Center (TEC) is a platform which focuses on
accelerator/incubator programs and also building up a complete ecosystem
for startups. TEC Accelerator, founded in August, 2017, has just launched
the first batch of Vertical Accelerator Program in October, 2018. By joining
the Vertical Accelerator Program, startups can get resource and consultation
provided by cooperates in order to speed up the process of market validation.
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Startup hub
H1-1

FutureWard

FutureWard
FutureWard is not just a makerspace or a coworking space, but a collection of startup resources. It is
a place for people of different countries and backgrounds to help each other, and to take advantage
of Taiwan’s strength as a global manufacturing hub. Through collaboration and connections,
FutureWard hopes to help entrepreneurs and startups grow to their full potential.

futureward.com

H1-2

Startup Talk

Startup Talk
Startup Talk is the biggest startup community in southern Taiwan. We focus on E-commerce, digital
economy, and household chemicals areas incubation. Our services including host community activities,
training programs, SME incubation, and enterprise innovation. Through us, enterprises not only gain digital
marketing skills but also management experience that can help business growing rapidly and go global.

www.facebook.com/STalkTW

H1-3

STARTBOARD

STARTBOARD
STARTBOARD is a platform for entrepreneurs from ASEAN countries and India who are passionate
about building sustainable solutions in Taiwan, and Taiwanese entrepreneurial teams who intend to
pursue the ASEAN-Indian market. We are a one-stop solution for resources and mentoring, along
with efficient interaction and collaboration.

www.facebook.com/STARTBOARD.co

H1-4

Anchor Taiwan

Anchor Taiwan
Anchor Taiwan is a platform for world-class entrepreneurs and professionals to experience and succeed in Asia through
Taiwan. Since its inception in 2017, it has hosted top founders and executives from Y Combinator, 500 Startups, UBS,
Deutsche Telekom, and Warner Bros. through its award-winning 30-day residency program. Specializing in curation,
mobilization and execution for win-win cross-border collaboration, Anchor Taiwan provides business advancement and
market/cultural immersion for its members while engaging and empowering local communities.

www.anchortaiwan.com

H1-5

DIT Startup

DIT Startup
DIT Startup was co-founded by five leading video game companies in Taiwan and Shin Kong Venture
Capital, focusing on investing in early-stage startups, specifically those who have shown great potential
in the entertainment and lifestyle areas. "DIT Labs", our first accelerator for startups, was launched in
2017, since then we have helped over 40 startups access APAC markets and raise additional funding.

www.ditstartup.com

H1-6

MOX –– The Mobile Only
Accelerator

MOX –– The Mobile Only Accelerator
MOX — SOSV’s “Mobile-Only Accelerator” located in Taipei — enables mobile apps, platforms and
services from around the world to reach hundreds of millions of mobile-first, mobile-only users.

www.mobileonlyx.com

H1-7

Impact Hub Taipei

Impact Hub Taipei
Impact Hub Taipei makes sustainable impact locally. It is a well-developed ecosystem of social
innovation that contributes significantly to SDGs. We believe that our business can support
entrepreneurs and impact makers to solve the current social problems together. We are proud to
be the first B Corp certified coworking space and impact incubator in Taiwan, and the first B Corp
certified Impact Hub in Asia, as to raise the bar for ourselves to do business for good.

H1-8

H1-9

Star Rocket (SYNTREND
Incubation Foundation)

H. Spectrum

taipei.impacthub.net

Star Rocket (SYNTREND Incubation Foundation)
We honor people who create innovative things and tell stories about them. SYNTREND Incubation Foundation is
a nonprofit organization which is committed to building the most open incubation center and space for technology
innovation. By providing innovation-related curriculums, co-working spaces, and curated events, we connect people
and local communities that always care about innovation from both technology and design perspective. Also, we
track people's stories of innovation through content production to put it a dent in the universe.

www.starrocket.io

H. Spectrum
It’s our vision to lend a helping hand to healthcare startups and encourage entrepreneurship in Asia.
We sincerely invite everyone from the various healthcare fields and professions to join our growing
community.Since the prevailing mindset in Taiwan is based on the concept of scaling existing
business models from 1 to N, we try to seed the concepts of zero to one and thinking outside the box
to facilitate creativity and innovation.We strive to foster creative thinking and facilitate innovation.

H1-10

Taiwan Startup Stadium

www.ylhspectrum.com

Taiwan Startup Stadium
Taiwan Startup Stadium (TSS) is a hub that connects the most innovative Taiwan startups to the
world.

www.startupstadium.tw

H1-11

Taiwan Accelerator Plus
(TAcc+)

TAcc+
TAcc+ recruits individuals and teams with entrepreneurship from IoT, biomedical, and cybersecurity fields
through unconventional approaches. By using the state-of-art market analysis tool powered by dual-AI
technology, connecting extensive global network of mentors and investors, and introducing public and private
investment, TAcc+’s vision is to help Taiwan establish world-class entrepreneur community and environment.

www.taccplus.com.tw/

H3-1

Taipei Co-Space

Taipei Co-Space
We connect the resources of the entrepreneurial ecosystem and provide one-stop entrepreneurial
service and support for entrepreneurs!

www.cospace-taipei.com
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Product Next
Nuwa Robotics
Kebbi Robot
Nuwa Robotics, the leading company for AI robots, specializes
in the development of artificial intelligence and robotics and is
fully equipped with comprehensive R&D capabilities in robotic
products. From design, software, to hardware technology.

kebbi.nuwarobotics.com

Gogolook
Whoscall Landline
Founded in 2012, Gogolook’s vision is to create a more
trustworthy communicating experience globally. Its
smartphone App, Whoscall is dedicated to identifying
unknown callers and blocks spam calls for users, and
endeavors to develop value-added services for small and
micro businesses.

whoscall.com/zh-TW

Readmoo
mooInk Plus 7.8" eReader
Readmoo, the biggest Traditional Chinese EPUB E-book
platform in Taiwan, has cooperated with more than 1,500
publishers/authors. With Readmoo APP and series of mooInk
eReaders, Readmoo facilitates seamless cross-device
reading and provides users the best e-reading experience.

readmoo.com

ARKY DESIGN CO., LTD
Herb & Fish X
To improve quality of life is something that every modern
enterprise ty to convey to their target audience, and ARKY
would like to bre one of them who physically make it happen.

www.arkybrand.com

Cheetah Mobile
Cheetah Voicepod
Cheetah Mobile is a leading mobile internet company
dedicated to making the world smarter. It aims to provide
leading apps for mobile users worldwide and connect users
with personalized content powered by artificial intelligence.

www.cmcm.com/zh-tw

Jabra (GN Audio Hong Kong Limited)
Jabra Speak 710
Jabra is a leader in engineering communications and sound
solutions – innovating to empower both consumers and
businesses. Proudly part of the GN Group, we are committed
to letting people hear more, do more, and be more than they
ever thought possible.

www.apac.jabra.com
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GaussToys
GaussToys Playground
We are GaussToys. Our team members are from NTU &
NTUST in Taiwan. For years, We’ve been working on tangible
interaction design. So far we’ve won FITI, Lungteng first prize
and also got NDF angel funding.

gausstoys.com

ECAPTURE CO., LIMITED
Lyfieeyes
eCapture Technologies, Inc. was founded in 2016 with
the vision to bring beautifully designed, high-quality and
accessible cameras to consumers around the world. It
launched LyfieEye, the world’s first 360° camera for Android
smartphones in 2017.

www.lyfie.com

MUHERZ Limited. Taiwan Branch
Cubiio
We are a Taiwan R&D team. Technological innovation is
our goal and outlook.Cubiio is a palm-size laser engraving
machine developed with the core concepts of "creative",
"technical", "safe" and "lightweight". So that you can laser
anytime anywhere.

cubiio.muherz.com

InnovArt Design Inc.
CarWink
InnovArt is a Taiwan and LA based startup integrating
Tech/ Design/ Business/ and UX talents together to
create innovative products which also compliments the
user’s lifestyle,and our ultimate goal is to enhance human
connectivity through future mobility.

www.theinnovart.com

JU Works
LESSDO Soap Maker
LessDo
DO LESS GET MORE
Less is more”, when it comes to real life, we really need is
nature goods and simple Process.

www.lessdo.com.tw

Lenovo
ThinkPad X1 Carbon
Lenovo is a US$43 billion global Fortune 500 company and
a leader in providing innovative consumer, commercial, and
data center technology.

www.lenovo.com/tw
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Global Pavilion
G1-1

French Tech Taiwan

Our aim is to link France & Taiwan startup ecosystems
We aim at linking France & Taiwan startup ecosystems. Leveraging on an extensive community present
in 35 countries we provide support for French Tech startups who interested in investing, growing
business in Taiwan and we support Taiwan start-ups with ambition to scale business in France / Europe
by creating, coordinating or simply promoting startups exchange programs between France and Taiwan.

taiwan.lafrenchtech.com

G1-2

Hacking House is the IoT projects development & training place of
Sigfox to provide for the IoT geniuses.

Sigfox

With its global Low Power Wide Area network, Sigfox has reinvented connectivity for the IoT. It drastically
brings down cost and energy consumption required for securely connecting IoT sensors to the Cloud. Sigfox
is now opening Hacking Houses in San Francisco, Paris and… Taipei! Hacking House is a new IoT projects
development and training place by Sigfox which aims at providing the next generations of IoT geniuses.

www.sigfox.com

G1-3

The IOT tracker anti-thef for bike & accident detector;
data for manufacturer to iterate their products.

TrackAp

TrackAp the startup from "La French Tech" specialized in IOT very discreet and long battery life, the antitheft tracker for bikes. With a smart data flow to increase the maintenance efficiency of fleet. It can tell the
manufacturers the end-user's behaviour to iterate their product to the exact user-usage.

www.trackap.com

G1-4

Vestis VR is an VR software that provides applied solutions for
the fashion industry.

Xseris

Xseris a French-Taiwanese startup specialised in the Fashion Tech, we provide applied solutions for
the fashion industry via the use of VR technology.

xseris.fr

G1-5

SYMAPS.IO

Your business. Your spots. Your story.

G1-6

The AI app that helps you find the best location
for your business.

Symaps.io

eBeauty

e beauty

Symaps.io is a web app that pinpoints in one click the best business locations. It also calculates an
estimate of achievable sales, with a high level of reliability. Our app analyzes millions of data, and
works through Machine Learning models based on the correlations detected between all these data.

symaps.io
eBeauty Asia is an online platform connecting beauty shop professionals
to consumers by allowing them to publish special offers.
If you ever thought that your hair coloration was costing you too much money. eBeauty provides a
wide range of beauty services online, at a discounted price. This is possible because you'll be going
during off-peak time, when these shops need clients the most. eBeauty will be starting soon with
hair salons, but massage places and nail salons are coming next!

ebeauty.asia

G1-7

Kaneoh

Kaneoh is the only full-stack product management platform
that is secured by BlackBerry.
Kaneoh is the only full-stack product management platform that is secured by BlackBerry. Keep your
product records, timelines, files and decisions in one cloud repository that is safe and searchable.
Features like: Product Feature Management, Product Lifecycle Management, Quality Control,
Secured Communications and others, result in more New Product Introductions (NPIs) faster!

www.kaneoh.com

G1-8

The only Low Power Wide Area Network used for smart electricity metering
in Taiwan's largest IoT project.

Ubiik

Taiwan is getting out of Nuclear power by 2025, Tai-Power has launched the ambitious IoT project
to wisely connect smart electricity meters to their Analytics cloud. Ubiik has been selected as one of
the few qualified vendors for what is going to be the largest IoT deployment of Taiwan in the coming
decade. Ubiik also makes low power ePaper tags with a mile-long range, used in factories and
warehouses worldwide.

www.ubiik.com

G1-9

Infinity Key Language
Training Systems

Infinity Key shatters Taiwan's paradigms about learning English,
we build confidence in language and life.
At Infinity Key, we understand the unique situation Taiwanese people face when trying to learn
English. We help you overcome your fears by creating a personalized experiential (no studying or
memorizing) training program that fits easily into your busy schedule. We train and motivate you to
keep going. Give us a year and you'll never have to take another English class again.

www.infinitykey.rocks

G1-10

Incus Company Limited

The device can automatically reduces background noise, amplifies speech
and personalises audio based on the hearing profile.
Incus Company Limited has developed the world's first hardware module capable of separating the
components of mixed speech in real-time. This technology automatically reduces background noise
and amplifies the target signal. This patented technology has been integrated into our personal sound
amplification device, which allows people to hear what they want to hear even in noisy environments.

notapplicable.com

G1-11

Jedies Advance
Technology Limited

Advance Technology

Enabling HR personnel to quantify qualities of human resources
and promoting truly equal hiring and working environment.
Our service has the following features. All core engines are built in-house. Developed with Tensorflow
Framework and capable to "listen" and "see" by the AI engine. Our generating comprehensive reports are
decided by individual HR for their own business needs and it’s fully automatic. For mobile, all assessment
conducted via mobile apps, and scattered processing on mobile to speed up the analysis work.

jediesadvance.com
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Global Pavilion
G1-12

Y Finance Inc.

LoanChamp provides easy financing solutions for underserved people in the Philippines.
LoanChamp, a mobile online lending application, has launched in the Philippines and is available
on Google Play since last May. LoanChamp aims to provide solutions for Filipinos who do not have
access to basic credit services from traditional banks. Built with leading technologies, LoanChamp
creates an easy application process with minimal requirement and flexible repayment schedule to
help customers get the cash they need when they need it most.

www.loanchamp.ph

G1-13

NoPhish Technology Limited

Solutions to protect web identities against phishing and brute force password
attacks while completely removes 'password fatigue'.
A secure password manager assists users to register new web identities, login, and change
passwords automatically, and a disruptive innovation for web identity authentication and
management yet compatible with the password-based scheme. The passwords are not input on
the webpages being browsed, instead they are stored in the app, found out according to those
webpage's addresses, and then sent directly to the intended web servers for authentication.

nophish.net

G1-14

BeeInventor Limited

IoT Solution for Smart Construction.
Our solution provides low cost and low risk digital transformation for construction industry. Our
customer includes top tier contractors, HK Government and Airport Authority.

www.beeinventor.com

G1-15

KTO plays a crucial part in the promotion of technology
entrepreneurship and innovation on campus.

City University of HK

KTO is the vital link between CityU and the community in terms of the exchange of knowledge,
which includes know-how, technology, skills and expertise, for both commercial and non-commercial
applications. KTO continues to foster a favourable environment for knowledge transfer, which
include technology licensing, patent application, administration promotion and coordination of
knowledge transfer and more. And building up an ecosystem for innovation and entrepreneurship.

www.cityu.edu.hk/kto

G1-16

Hands Life Science Limited

Clinical skin care brand for Asian sensitive skin.
Factiv is a clinical skin care brand from Hong Kong. We have our own skin research laboratory, and
the core technology tackles sensitive skin problems of Asians. Yes, YOU! Come to our booth and
test out products from Factiv.

www.factiv.hk

G1-17

Beon Ads provides trackable and mobile advertising solution
on different kinds of vehicles with the use of big data.

Beon Limited

Our clients can choose different types of vehicles and areas to advertise, including trucks and
coaches. Beon Ads uses big data and advanced algorithms to optimize the exposure of the ads in
specific areas so that the efficiency is enhanced greatly. We have an app for drivers to track their
location so that we can analyze and suggest the type of ads that is suitable for the vehicle.

bit.ly/2MrDEUC

G1-18

Our team is well-experienced in producing multimedia
and video service for products promotion.

CKJ Studio

For every client, we develop a unique piece of artwork. Our services include Event Making-Of Video
and Micro Film Production, Game Design, Mobile Apps Production, Online Advertising, Promotion
Materials Design, Web Design and 3D Animation Production. Our team served several famous Hong
Kong companies, including Maxim’s Group and Kaspersky Labs Asia Limited, and cooperated with
foreign clients in Singapore and Mainland China in recent years.

CKJ Studio

G1-19

Animae
Technologies Limited

ck-j/net
Pointant is a loyalty rewards platform that boosts foot traffic to events
and stores with stamp collection campaigns.
“Pointant” helps any brands connect with their customers both online and offline. Customers can get stamps on
their phone and redeem rewards through an App. It helps to increase the volume of foot traffic at stores, boost
customers’ engagement, and subsequently allows the brands to gain more insights on customers’ visiting and
spending behaviours. Pointant is widely used at events, marketing campaigns and brand loyalty programs.

animaetech.com

G1-20

NBAT

NBAT uses wearable sensors and artificial intelligence technology to
provide real-time analytic and customized training solution.
We will use wearable sensors, cloud-based data platform, artificial intelligence, and professional
athletic benchmark data to provide real-time analytic, report, and customized training solution to
recreational sports players who wish to improve their sport performance. The Real-time AI coach will
provide training contents. And it will bring a new paradigm shift of the sports training process from
“Experience-Driven” to “Data-Driven”.

G1-21

BRACODE

BRACODE is the first tailor-made lingerie brand in Hong Kong
that uses big data analytics and algorithm.
BRACODE is an e-commerce that helps women find the right bra for their bodies using data science.
We have collected over 1,000,000 data points from over 2,000 users and 35k bras. Now, having
successfully sold products from other brands, we are officially launching our own line of tailor-made
lingerie that's been specially infused with data.

www.bracode.me
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G1-22

Bandgo

Tap-and-go Subway Wristband for Taipei, Shanghai and Beijing.
At Bandgo, we are focusing on making tap-and-go subway wristbands and believe the wristbands
can help Metro users thru the subway gates faster and easier.

justwww.me

G1-23

MedEXO Robotics (Hong Kong)
Company Limited

We are currently developing a wearable device for Parkinson's
Disease to overcome the freezing of gait symptom.
We are currently developing wearable devices that can re-equip patients, disabled and elderly the power to live
with active lifestyles, Our 1st product is for Parkinson's Disease to overcome the freezing of gait symptom which
affects 26% of patients with mild Parkinson's disease and 80% with severe Parkinson's disease. The system can
also act as a portable monitoring system for gait analysis.

www.medexrobotics.com

G1-24

We're an A.I. platform that offers and matches enterprises to
localized marketing experts and strategies.

MemePR

With our technical expertise, marketing big data and our network of partners, small and medium
business owners experience how marketing is just easier with MemePR. We envision a world that
every great company, product and idea can reach out their potential customers cross the border,
anywhere anytime, at a much faster, cheaper and effective way.

www.memepr.com

G1-25

Connect globetrotters with locals to experience and explore
any parts of the world in a truly authentic manner.

Oiyster

Oiyster is a travel and social messaging mobile app that connect travellers with the local community
who understand their language to explore and experience the world without social and language
barriers. Oiyster believes that traveling like a local will truly allow us to discover hidden gems,
experience unique cultures and enjoy the beauty of travel.

www.oiyster.me

G1-26

Hong Kong Science and
Technology Parks Corporation

Technology Incubation Programmes of HKSTP provide business
and professional services to help startups grow.
HKSTP has been driving the development of Hong Kong into a regional hub for innovation and
growth in several focused clusters including Electronics, Information & Communications Technology,
Green Technology, Biomedical Technology, Materials and Precision Engineering. We enable tech
companies to nurture ideas, innovate and grow, supported by our R&D facilities, infrastructure, and
market-led laboratories and technical centres.

www.hkstp.org

G1-27

An Orange Production

We focus on developing assistive technology, web accessibility and
barrier free mobile apps for people with differences.
We are a team from Hong Kong aiming to break through social barriers. Providing services and
opportunities through information technology to facilitate the equal participation of the people with
differences. Through mobile technology, they can overcome the barrier to connect with society and
live as if they are normal people.

iseemobile.com

G1-28

Alta Sicuro
Technology Limited

ALTA
SICURO
G1-29

The Hong Kong
Polytechnic University

Innovation security products for private and public cloud
sharing using proxy-reencryption technology.
Next-Generation Cloud Sharing Technology provider founded by Stanford University technologists.

www.altasicuro.com

Innovation security products for private and public cloud
sharing using proxy-reencryption technology.
In pursuit of knowledge transfer and entrepreneurship, the Institute for Entrepreneurship (IfE) was
established to serve as an important platform to forge closer links between academics and business
for their mutual benefits. By harnessing the expertise and resources of the University, IfE provides
a wide range of services, enabling entrepreneurship to develop, helping industry create innovative
products, and strengthening the competitive edge of enterprises in the global marketplace.

www.polyu.edu.hk/ife/corp/en/index.php

G1-30

LIVE creates organ-shaped lifestyle product and LIVE aims to
promote organ donation and bring positivity.

Live Creative Limited

Live Creative Limited is a newly established Hong Kong company which provide a wide range of design
services. Product design is our strengths; we will use that product design thinking and apply to the
different type of design services such as branding. We are passionate about good ideas and full with
entrepreneur's spirit. Together with our clients, we believe we can show the most creative out to the public.

www.liv3.co

G1-31

Studio Doozy Limited

We design accessible solutions for the silver age community.
We believe happy healthy ageing at home is possible.
At Studio Doozy, we believe elders deserve to age gracefully at home. We design all-inclusive,
accessible and beautiful solutions for the silver age community. As the ageing population increases,
equipping homes with better accessible products and services are essential. Our initial design focus
is the bathroom space and accessible bathroom furnitures. Libue, our first product, is a smart frontsitting toilet for elderly and individuals with limited mobility.

studiodoozy.com
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Global Pavilion
G1-32

Labwork
Technology Limited

Labwork, the revoluntionary remote laboratory online, with real equipments, in real-time.
Labwork has changed the way of science education with robotic technology. On its remote laboratory
platform, students can practice science experiments with real equipment outside school. Also, dangerous
or complicated experiments can now be performed through Labwork’s platform. Professionally designed
with the PolyU, remote experiment performing is made comparable to hands-on experiments.

www.labwork.com.hk

G1-33

The soft, close-fitting and invisible intelligent thermal clothing
boost you to defense the severe cold.

Wearable cold shield project

This project develops a new generation of soft, close-fitting and invisible intelligent thermal clothing,
based on wearable electronic technology and incorporated into general apparel, sportswear and
specialist medical applications. It can facilitate wearers to defence cold, pre-warm for athletes to
maintain excellent sports performance and provide thermal therapy for specialist healthcare. We can
provide electric thermal fabrics, electric thermal solutions and active-thermal product design.

G1-34

In:visible wallet is the first innovative product helps visually
impaired to recognize the amount of banknote.

Mosi mosi design limited

Mosi mosi inspired by a cantonese slang “mou4 si6 mou4 si6 無事無事 ’’ It is a socially-motivated
design studio that takes a human-centered, design-based approach which helping disabilities to
live better life. For example an in:visible wallet to help visually impaired to recognize the amount of
banknote. We provide inclusive and unique product from people of differences’s creation.

www.mosimosi.com.hk

G1-35

Unicow Education &
Technology Holdings Limited

Niu Xiaozi AR Chinese Smart Flash Cards.
We are creating a seamless connection between education and technology: This unique product is using
physical card + app learning mode, cleverly combined the physical card and electronic learning device to
make learning more visible with a virtual and actual way. At the same time we put all 8 sensory and learning
features in one. There are more than 400 schools and thousands of kids are using our patented products.

www.elearning.love

G1-36

Shanghai Admire Joy Cultural
Communication Co., Ltd

Well-designed cultural derivatives based on local culture and context
highlights found out by design thinking methodologies.
We’re working with the local people to find out the most meaningful and memorial moments in their history,
tradition and daily life as a silhouette of cultural heritage in the modern life. Develop cultural and creative
derivatives by extending the contents into the relevant products, making contributions to the local tourism
industry. Providing more possibilities so that travelers can define their local connections by themselves.

admirejoy.com

G1-37

eCup Limited

eCup is a Smart Pre ordering App for Beverage business owner.
eCup is a pre ordering app which help beverage owner business bring to online without any cost
and ZERO commission from the transaction which help cafe owner to maximize their service to the
customer. For customer, the pre ordering service help them save time for quality life and bring in
new experience on beverage culture.

ecup.hk

G1-38

HongKai International

Your best IoT Solution provider
We know how to transform your idea into a realistic IoT solution!

www.hkaimobile.com/index.asp

G1-39

Englist provides world class academic writing training for
Asian students hoping to study abroad.

ENGLIST

Englist endeavors to make practical academic writing accessible for Asian students. Targeting
students with an interest in studying abroad, Englist works to instill critical analysis skills and writing
abilities that will allow students to be self-sufficient in their studies in the English-speaking world. By
employing dynamic writing curriculum and developing academic content, along with a robust digital
marketing strategy. Englist will first be available in Taiwan, then around Asia.

englist.tw

G1-40

Crossroads

Crossroads is a cross-lingual platform that connects entrepreneurs and
talent with services, resources, and communities.
Powered by the localization experts of the Wordcorp translation network, Crossroads is a platform
that breaks down language barriers to connect entrepreneurs and talent with services, resources,
and communities in Taiwan and overseas markets. It also offers a cost-effective solution for startups
and SMEs to reach new markets through the localization, distribution, and analysis of content across
integrated media channels.

www.crossroads.tw

G1-41

SparkAmplify

SparkAmplify is a data driven SaaS Platform that facilitates the communication
between brands and media creating lasting effective relationships.
SparkAmplify's intelligent recommendation model will connect you with the right media based on
brand’s product features without countless hours of research. Present your story in the way that
attracts media interest with our beautiful one-page public profile. And with our intuitive dashboard, you
will be able to track engagement and act on executable insights to improve influencer engagement.

www.sparkamplify.com
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G1-42

Avidbeam

Annotate, classify and search thousands of video and sensors data to facilitate
autonomous Vehicles and ADAS testing.
The shift to AI & Autonomy, requires intelligent mining of the massive ocean of data generated & driven by
these new paradigms; Accordingly, AvidBeam builds a scalable, flexible & efficient AI Toolset to process
media data (2D/3D) diligently and furnish intelligent insights to the user in a timely fashion. AvidBeam won
the CES 2018 Best AI Competition that was held at the largest technology show in the world.

www.avidbeam.com

G1-43

As Japan’s leading city for startup companies, Fukuoka has
been designated a National Strategic Special Zone.

Fukuoka City Government

As Japan’s leading city for startup companies, Fukuoka has been designated a National Strategic
Special Zone. With reduced employment, visa, and corporate tax regulations, Fukuoka is the ideal
environment for establishing new businesses. Fukuoka City will provide wide-ranging support for
entrepreneurs to found their startups efficiently and enjoy the future growth of their businesses.

startup.fukuoka.jp

G1-44

Fukuoka Global Startup Center
& Startup Cafe FUKUOKA City

The Global Startup Center is ready to help you in every step of
establishing your startup in Fukuoka City.
The Global Startup Center (GSC) operated by Fukuoka City is a place for entrepreneurs to meet with venture
capital consultants and receive help in founding their business startup, as well as assistance in finding human
resources and other companies. Lawyers, accountants, and experts from government financial institutions,
among other specialists, provide advice on processes for establishing a business and raising capital funds.

startup.fukuoka.jp

G1-45

ToDr Solution inc.

Nursing care system for elderly
We aim to create a community where people can live with permanent health through effective use of
real estate and Innovative ‟INTERNET OF THINGS” technology.

www.todr.co.jp

G1-46

Qurate Inc.

We are creating a digital content hub to unify your brand voice across all digital channels.
Qurate is an Integration Platform as a Service (iPaaS) designed to help marketing teams manage their digital
content across multiple services. Qurate is designed to maximize the value and potential of your current
systems. By re-centralizing the management of multiple systems into a single hub brand teams discover
more intelligent insight, and have greater control over the evolution of the brand content and channels.

www.qurate.com/

G1-47

SAKURA FOREST

All products are made in Japan, we hope every user can keep healthy and beautiful forever.
Sakura forest is an Internet-based company located in Japan Fukuoka. The company uses direct-toconsumer strategy to provide beauty products. It ranges from skincare, body care, cosmetic goods
and healthy food. The company products can be found and ordered through both official website
and call center. Sakura forest is well known for its after-sales service.

ec.sakura-forest.tw/e

G1-48

Team AIBOD Inc.

Your daily working data as your Asset. MyReco recommends your finding data instantly.
Finding your data every day? Team AIBOD’s MyReco stores your data with its associated
information such as exchanging people and related data, and brings up your data easily. First edition
of MyReco analyzes your email boxes and derives people connection and timeline of data you
exchanged. You can quickly reach your data just with ambiguous memories like data that I received
from that person at that time probably.

www.aibod.com

G1-49

Canadian Office in Taipei

Incubator/Accelerator startup matching services.
Canadian Trade Office in Taipei helps facilitate early-stage startups to find strategic partners in
Taiwan, enhance connections, strengthen core values, access fundraising resources.

www.Canada.ca/CanadaAndTaiwan

G1-50

STUDIO 1 LABS INC

Intelligent Bed Sheet Patient Monitoring with Fabric Sensor Technology.
Studio 1 Labs is a Canadian technology company that developed fabric sensor technology and built
an intelligent bed sheet that monitors patient health without requiring any attachments to the body,
just by laying on the bed.

www.studio1labs.com

G1-51

Solarberry Consulting Ltd.

Give the power back to the homebuyers, the single largest investment in their lives.
Solarberry consulting aims to use technology to solve housing crises facing many of our global
cities, where houses become unaffordable, especially for young people starting a family. Our
innovative solutions encompass the entire real estate industry, from land consolidation, construction,
financing, to after-sales management, creating value for all participants, and empowering residents,
neighborhoods, and communities.

www.solarberry.net
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Global Pavilion
G1-52

WeavAir

WeavAir
G1-53

Cartesi

WeavAir harnesses advanced sensor technology and predictive analytics
to manage high value HVAC systems.
HVAC systems represent one of the largest components of building energy usage. WeavAir
harnesses advanced sensor technology and predictive analytics to mange high value HVAC
systems, improve indoor air quality, save energy & streamline operations. WeavAir attaches to vents
to measure 7 diagnostic metrics, streaming wirelessly in real time. We offer service subscription to
building service providers, helping them save time and money while creating new revenue streams.

weavair.com
Cartesi is a technology allowing for the development and deployment of complex public
and enterprise blockchain applications.
Cartesi is a technology allowing for the development and deployment of complex public and
enterprise blockchain applications. Cartesi allows traditional industry to easily move any existing
technology to the blockchain such as AI, deep learning, or computer vision. Applications using
Cartesi are scalable, cost effective, and easy to build.

cartesi.io

G1-54

The Spike Lab

We offers one-on-one coaching programs that help students develop
exciting projects with their passion.
The Spike Lab offering a range of programs that help students across the world find their passions
and develop exciting projects that build on those passions using modern entrepreneurial methods.
The Spike Lab was founded in 2016 by Stanford and Michigan alums with backgrounds in
entrepreneurship and education. They built The Spike Lab with the belief that young, ambitious
students can and should create meaningful things that make them stand out in the world.

www.thespikelab.com

G1-55

Lucid

AI Human Vision in Dual Cameras.
AI-Enhanced Depth Capture For Dual Camera Devices At No Hardware Cost.

lucidinside.com

G1-56

Language Hero, Inc.

Smart Chat gets beginners, who don’t know each other’s language,
speaking it comfortably together.
Language Hero is a US-based EdTech Company that’s democratizing language learning through
Smart Chat, video chat with content and guidance. Smart Chat functions as a digital tutor for studentstudent language chat or a world-class tutoring platform for professionals. We sell subscriptions to
Higher Ed, K12 & Corporate and we license our tech to Tutoring Services and Language Schools.

mylanguagehero.com

G1-57

STYLER Inc.

FACY - Leading O2O platform for fashion items
FACY is a leading O2O service for fashion field from Tokyo, FACY links physical stores and
consumers, by consumers' posts of fashion needs which brings great business opportunities and
media exposures to shops.

goo.gl/j4JX1B

使用フォント

G1-58

Montserrat Bold

Axelspace

デザイン解説

今回のロゴ案では、近代的でスタイリッシュな印象のあるフォントを選
択しています。

「Fashion」におけるスタイリッシュさ「Cyber」における先進性をイメー
ジしています。
流行り廃りに流されにくいベーシックさのあるものを使用しています。
フォントを感覚をギュっと詰め、よりひとまとまとまりにし、キャッチー
な印象をもたせています。

House+ is our first commercial platform created to bring transparent housing prices and details to
enhance the efficiency and equality of Taiwan’s housing market. Besides, we establish real estate
automated valuation model and automated underwriting system to boost efficiency and portfolio
management capability of Taiwan government and finance industry.

www.axelspace.com/en

「A」を少し変形させる事で密度の高さを軽減しさらに幾何学的な印象
も与えます。

G1-59

G1-60

Nihonbishoku K.K
日本美食株式会社
アイコンに使用した時もコントラストがよりはっきりします。

S.I.T Industries

Real World Service Platform+ Multi Payment Platform = local life service platform
We will provide introduction by stuff, trial service.

/www.japanfoodie.jp

Remote diagnostics and forecast systems for every vehicle from every repair
service, with using the Blockchain technology.
Recruiting developer for our new 喜德科技有限公司 company, Live-Demo.

www.sit-industries.com

G1-61

MOWES

MOWES is a community space focused on empowerment,
equality, and community enrichment.
Vagina cupcakes and other fabulous merchandise from Moving Women Establishment - a community
space dedicated to female empowerment. At MOWES you can join all kinds of classes and workshops
ranging from language exchange to Zumba Fitness and sex toy parties.Through these events,
MOWES aims to create a sense of togetherness through lifting each other up. Most events are open to
all genders because MOWES believes that female empowerment is a community effort.

www.facebook.com/mowestp
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G1-62

Simplybook

Free Online Appointment Scheduling Software and Booking System
Free Online Appointment Scheduling Software and Booking System.

simplybook.asia/zh

G1-63

Cascoda

Cascoda provides 2.4GHz IoT IPv6 Thread-certified communications
with the range of WiFi for power consumption.
At the heart of the IoT lie things, or devices, which require reliable wireless communication to the
internet through a gateway. Most applications demand that IoT devices provide the range of WiFi,
so as to be installed in or alongside existing wireless infrastructure. However, in 2015 the UK Ofcom
concluded that 2.4GHz IoT technology could only cover 36% of UK houses. Cascoda solves this
problem, providing reliable whole-house IoT coverage.

www.cascoda.com/

G1-64

Hedbot Co.,Ltd.

We use our design and business innovation expertise to develop chatbot solutions,
with our AI-enabled platform.
HBOT is the only chatbot D.I.Y. platform that is free of charge, and offers no data limit to subscribers.
Thousands of chatbots have been built using HBOT platform in different Asian countries. Big names
such as Coca Cola, Ogilvy, Garmin and Allianz use HBOT. SMEs and Startups in the region also use
HBOT to build chatbots and use them instead of Apps to activate and retain millions of users.

www.hbot.io

G1-65

FINSTREET connect people to the most suitable financial
institutions in a seamless and timely manner.

FINSTREET

FINSTREET is a platform that solves financial problems through technology, such as robo-advisor
and peer-to-peer learning platform. Large amount of data that go through the platform are used
to develop the most intelligent Fintech AI that can give holistic advice about managing personal
finance, compute “Smart Credit Score,” and connect people to the most suitable financial institutions
in a seamless and timely manner.

www.finstreet.co

G1-66

Komerco iPCM - Powering Next Generation Intelligent
Commerce with Machine Learning and Artificial Intelligence.

Komerco

Komerc iPCM is an intelligent product catalog manager which helps companies with pricing intelligence
and consumer sentiments automatically using machine learning algorithms. And share products with
supplier, distributors, online marketplace and social media automatically and via powerful API. Moreover,
it provides voice and vision interface to make product catalogs searchable using voice and camera.

komerco.online

G1-67

We do AR/VR/MR and 3D visualization products for real estate,
education, marketing etc.

Innoviz

We demo products in AR/VR we have developed. Some of them are distance communication using
Oculus Go.

www.innoviz.com.tw
AR/VR & 3D visualizations

G1-68

GoEco

GoEco products are with a mission to reduce plastic pollution.
GoEco, is an innovative initiative with a mission to reduce plastic pollution through bio-based, single-use
disposable eat-ware products. The start-up founded in 2018 has gained public interest for its focus on
targeting plastic pollution. With the rising demand for plastic alternatives, GoEco is bringing its eco-friendly
disposables to consumers by partnering with various restaurants and Food-Beverage chain stores.

www.goeco.shop

G1-69

PokaYoke Infotech delivers bespoke enterprise solutions to
improve business efficiency and enhance profitability.

PokaYoke Infotech

PokaYoke Infotech helps client to uncover hidden patterns, unknown correlations, market trends and
customer preferences and other useful information that can help clients to take right decision through
tailor made analytics solutions. Our bespoke software packages that support business processes,
information flows, reporting and data analytics in the organisation. We provide range of solutions such as
web portal development, app developments, SEO services, online marketing solutions to generate leads.

pokayokeinfotech.com

G1-70

FOURTH INDUSTRIAL REVOLUTION a revolution in which
Mexico is taking a significant role include robotics, and more.

PROMEXICO

Mexico has several mature niches that have already adopted i4.0 practices. Since they set up shop
here a decade ago, automotive and aerospace companies have become highly digitalized and use
data analysis to optimize their operations. Likewise, the manufacturing sector now exports one
billion dollars a day, a large portion of which are high-tech goods.

www.gob.mx/promexico

G1-71

Dable is a content platform which generates over 12 billion
impressions per month and brings high revenue for clients.

Dable

With Dable's unique real-time, personalized recommendation technology, publishers could improve traffic
and advertising earnings. Advertisers could easily reach target customers through wide media network
in Asia. We utilize big data technology, which collects large quantities of log data, as well as machinelearning technology, which learns the content preferred by consumers. These two technologies help us to
recommend high-quality content that is tailored to individuals.

dable.io/tw
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Global Pavilion
G1-72

Wraptie Int. Ltd.

WRAPTIE™ tie down straps are the ultimate all-purpose strap for your daily needs.
Designed with functionality, durability, and versatility in mind, each WRAPTIE™ tie down strap boasts our patentpending hook-and-loop. Fastening System, so you no longer have to deal with dangerous hooks or metal
buckles! Available in three different lengths, WRAPTIE™ straps are safe, fast, and your options are limitless!

www.wraptie.net

G1-73

Woodpecker Learning

We allows language learners to immerse themselves in video,
text, and audio content designed for native speakers.
The Woodpecker app is a state of the art video player packed full of features designed to help you
improve your foreign language skills. Practice commonly used vocabulary, tones and accents while
watching a huge library of popular shows from all over the world. The app is also a web browser, if
you don't know a word or character, just touch on it to get the definition in your language.

www.woodpeckerlearning.com

G1-74

Sustainder

A young Dutch company that delivers innovative public lighting
and smart-city solutions to clients across the world.
Our LED luminaires can be controlled remotely and come ready equipped with a unique cassette
system that makes it both simple to swap hardware in and out – as well as to add new sensors
and capabilities to meet future needs and opportunities. Our technology is also based on an open
standard, which makes it easy to connect to any back-office system.

sustainder.com/en

G1-75

Goonder LLC

Goonder's the Tinder for investing, free investment advises without overwhelming data.
Goonder is like the Tinder for investing, offering free investment advises without the overwhelming
data analysis. Every day Goonder will select for you the best investment opportunities in companies
worldwide, according to your profile. All you have to do is swipe right to accept them or swipe left to
reject them. Yes, that simple.

www.goonder.com

G1-76

Bubbleye

Bubbleye disrupts mobile advertising. Its world-leading AI continually learns
and optimizes your promotion.
Bubbleye transforms mobile advertising. Through AI, it continually optimizes all your advertising settings
across all countries & channels, and blocks fraud in real time: it relentlessly protects your advertising spend,
and boosts your ROI second after second, 24/7. Proven an average 2 to 3X ROI uplift across all channels.

bubbleye.com

G1-77

Pagoda Projects: Taipei has been offering paid placement
programs for students and graduates since 2017.

Pagoda Projects Taipei

Pagoda Projects: Taipei has been offering paid placement programs for students and graduates since
2017. We are partnered with Universities in the UK, France, Germany, Australia, New Zealand and
Canada, so far Pagoda Projects: Taipei has amassed over sixty corporate partners in a variety of
industries and sectors. Giving students the chance to experience Taiwan while professionally developing
in their chosen academic field. Enabling Diversity and Innovation in the Taiwanese workspace.

pagodaprojects.com/taipei-placements

G1-78

italki

italki is a global language learning community for 1-on-1 online language lessons.
At italki, we believe that human interaction and cultural sharing are the best way to become fluent
in a foreign language. With over 5 million students and 10,000 high-quality teachers teaching more
than 130 languages, italki helps everyone with their personal journey to fluency.

www.italki.com

G1-79

DLGB,inc.

SmartRyde : global airport transfer aggregater.
Delivering online airport transfer (pick-up) reservation service covering 150 countries 500 cities, in
collaboration with professional licenced and insurance-covered drivers

www.dlgbinc.com

G2-1

Airhost Pte Ltd

Airhost is an all in one solution for hotel management. To improve hotel revenue and more.
We provide Channel Manager, Property Management System as well as Guest Checkin Solutions to hundreds
of Hotels in Japan. Airhost’s main mission is to enhance hotel service quality, increase revenue for hotel and
automate the staffs' day to day works. Our cloud technology which empowers the hotel owners to automate
pricing and inventory control in various online travel sites, including Airbnb, Agoda, Booking.com, Expedia, etc.

cloud.airhost.co

G2-2

Partipost

Partipost connects brands with micro-influencers to create word-of-mouth
marketing through social media.
Partipost is a Singaporean start-up, founded by 3 University of Illinois graduates, with a mission to
transform influencer marketing on social media.

www.partipost.com

G2-3

Arming Guild

Rearguard is a fencing mask with a patented design, providing
superior head protection and aimed at preventing concussion.
Arming Guild’s flagship product is Rearguard, a fencing mask with a unique patented design providing
superior head protection. Rearguard is aimed specifically at preventing concussion to the back of the head,
a recurring danger in fencing with few reliable solutions on the market. Rearguard has received strong
market support, with a 197% funded crowd sourcing campaign, and contracts with several retailers.

www.armingguild.com
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G2-4

The online marketplace for the textile and fashion industries,
where inventory is bought and sold B2B.

WEFABRIK.Inc

SMASELL is an online marketplace which lets companies to sell their dead stock easily without wasting
cost or time. Buyer can purchase those products at, on average, 80% off the regular price. We make
money by taking 20% commission of each transaction from buyers. Now we already have 3,000 corporate
customers, including Japanese top ten largest companies in the textile and fashion industries.

www.wefabrik.jp

G2-5

OneWatt is an Industry 4.0 system that uses AI and acoustic
data for predictive maintenance.

OneWatt
onewatt

INDUSTRIAL AI SOLUTIONS

We created a system that literally listens to motors. We use our Embedded Acoustic Recognition
Sensor (EARS), machine learning, and frequency analysis to detect and predict motor faults before
they occur. Our non-intrusive solution helps industrial facilities by protecting their assets, reducing
unplanned downtime, boosting efficiency, and preventing revenue loss.

www.onewatt.eu

G2-6

We help make Free WiFi sustainable by incentivizing
stakeholders thru WiFi advertising, marketing and analytics.

Social Light Inc.

Social Light Inc. is a tech company founded in 2013 which is focused around WiFi technologies
aimed at helping companies to monetize WiFi thru Advertising, Marketing and Analytics. It is a WiFi
advertising platform that allows businesses to provide free and sustainable WiFi service. Our WiFi
solutions range from marketing to monetization. We currently serve our clients in the Philippines,
Singapore, Africa, and South America.

www.vayafi.com

G2-7

Tactiles IQube is an app-powered circuit learning toy that
provides hours of fun and tons of learning.

Tactiles Corporation

The Tactiles IQube comes with 20 cubes representing an electric component, and 100+ projects that
teaches what it each them does and how to use them to build things that do things.

www.tactiles.io

G2-8

Futuristic Aviation and
Maritime Enterprise, Inc.

FAME makes air, sea and land travel safer thru our aviation,
maritime and land based transponder and gateway.
FAME transponders is a small form factor transponder and gateway that uses LoRa with a range of
more than 50 km. Used as a gateway, airports and ports can have the ability to monitor air and sea
traffic in real-time. It can also be used for sending sensor data and messaging. Tourist operators and
even resort owners can use this technology to monitor and track their ferry boats in real-time.

www.fame.systems

G2-9

Queue Q (Thailand)Co., Ltd.

The number 1 online queuing solution mobile application with
more than 1 million active users in southeast asia.
QueQ allows people to view the queue at a location around them, users simply request a number from
the app and can wait for their turn via smartphone instead of sitting in a waiting area or standing in
line. Queue numbers can be booked two kilometres away from the destination, or at a distance of your
preference. Smartphone notifications alert users when they're coming up in the queue.

www.queq.me

G2-10

Haupcar Company Limited

The car sharing platform with keyless technology, you can unlock any cars
on our network with your mobile.
Our carsharing technology helps improve customer experiences and provides ease of fleet
management by enhancing self-service utilization and reducing user wait-time by automated
reservation process. From end-users’ perspective, they can receive real-time information from the
vehicles, hence this helps users to find, book, and unlock vehicles at any time.

www.haupcar.com

G2-11

Easystore

All-in-one Ecommerce solution to help simplifying your business daily
operation in one place.
All-in-one Ecommerce solution which helps to simplify your business daily operation in one place.
From managing products to digital marketing, EasyStore has everything you need to build your build
your own brand.

www.easystore.co/zh-tw

G3-1

Unity Chain

awoo, the leading SEO brand in Taiwan, has over 12 years of industry experience and serviced
more than 600 companies. By leveraging both artificial experience and search engine expertise,
awoo built its Marketing AI to help businesses growth hack their traffics. With over 12,000 corporate
users and partnership from Google and HubSpot, awoo has entered the Japan market with the aim
of building a world-class Marketing Automation AI company.

www.unitychain.io
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